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All things considered this has been a good year for the Society. We have
tried hard to put our difficulties behind us. The Committee have worked
well together, the finances are in great shape, and there are plenty of fresh
ideas to be getting on with in the New Year. For instance, we are negotiat-
ing through the good offices of Ray Herbert, that his monograph on Baird
which is to be published early next year, will be given free to our members.
We will have to pay for the extra printing cost, but this will be our
contribution to the Sixtieth Anniversary of television. We will also
issue for the first time an attractive membership card, and
also car badges. Our flagship, the ‘new look’ Bulletin, has
the approval of the vast majority of the members. Credit
here is due to our new Editor, Carl Glover, who is a profes-
sional graphic designer, but also to the many enthusias-
tic members who have sent in their articles. I wrote in my
first ‘From the Chair’ in June this year, that it is in the
hands of the members how much the Bulletin reflects their
interests. In fact, they are the BVWS ! The purpose of any
committee is to channel the wishes of the members and to
generate ideas. For the Committee this has certainly been an
action-packed year and, bearing in mind that most of us have
jobs, could have fitted in little else. I have to admit that there are times
(usually in the dead of night) that I have a sneaking suspicion that it is not
always appreciated how much hard work is involved to keep a society like
this one on its tracks. On the other hand, the results make it well worth it.

It has not been possible to do the Marconi celebrations justice this year.
This was partly caused by the unfortunate circumstances the Society was
in and which had to be resolved, and partly because no suitable venue
could be found for the reasonably sized international exhibition that would
have to be necessary. As a ‘museum man’ I know how difficult it is to find
a suitable exhibition venue. Most institutions work at least two years ahead,
and we simply ran out of time. However, for 1996, we are combining the
Marconi celebrations and the Twentieth Anniversary of the BVWS with a

Marconi Centennial International Weekend to be held on 21 and 22
September (first mentioned in my previous 'From the Chair' - incidentally,
who spotted the 'deliberate' mistake: the Festival of Britain was in 1951
while it was the Coronation which was in 1953?!). We are planning a
Commemorative Exhibition and a Dinner in the Guildhall (London), a
Harpenden swapmeet, restoration contest, a commemorative seminar, and
visits to places of interest. Our Events Organiser, Ken Tythacott, is setting
up a sub-committee to plan the weekend. He has produced a 'flyer' for this
Bulletin so that members can let us know whether they wish to attend.
Obviously, we must have some ideas of numbers as soon as possible, so

please respond quickly. As you know, I am keen to have more
social events (again not easy to organise when you have a

membership as large as ours), partly because this would be
an opportunity to involve our partners a bit more in our
activities.

The other important matter which needs your response
is the Ballot for the 1996 Committee. The only post for
which a vote is required is the Chairmanship. The other

posts are uncontested. It is very important for you to
complete the enclosed ballot form and return it as soon as

possible to our Membership Secretary, Mike Barker. The
results will be announced at the next Harpenden Meeting on

25 February 1996. We will at that meeting also be holding a
restoration contest - so get those projects finished!

This issue is a foretaste of what you can expect in the future of the new
quarterly Bulletin: 32 pages per issue, that is around 27,000 words and 109
illustrations. Thus, by the end of the year you will have received 128 pages
containing around 108,000 words and 436 illustrations - in other words, the
size of a decent book! This compares very favourably with the previous
format of six issues of approximately 16 pages each, giving a year's total of
96 pages. The next Bulletin will be published in March but, if you pay your
subscription on time, you should receive the next Newsletter and member-
ship card at the end of January. The only pleasant task left to me for this
year is to wish you all a very happy Christmas. I look forward to seeing you
in the New Year. Willem Hackmann
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Editor speaks!
I can’t believe that it is almost a year since I have been working in one
form or another on the Bulletin. I cannot lie and say that it is an easy role
within the Society, but it does have its own rewards, mainly that of seeing
various typewritten sheets and packets of photos taking shape into
articles, which can look quite impressive after a bit of work. Strangely
enough, the bit that takes up the most of my time is drawing up circuit
diagrams! This is mainly due to the fact that I only vaguely understand
them, and I would be ashamed for months if I ever drew one up wrong,
so I take great pains trying to get them to look as the author intended
them.

It is always interesting when it is time to get the cover photograph taken,
and I extend thanks to Mark Groep, who always does an excellent job. If
you look carefully you can see him reflected in the valves on the cover of
issue 5, volume 20.

Doing Graphic Design for a living has proved useful except in the respect
that sometimes the last thing you want to do after some hard graft at the
studio is more graphic design. But, what the hell, I’m a glutton for punish-
ment! Hence the super new improved 32 page bulletin- that’s twice the
size of bulletins available at the beginning of the year. Help! So anybody
out there with some ten-pager articles looking for a home for them to go
to...

I enjoy going to the swapmeets a lot, and it is always interesting to see
equipment that you don’t normally see around, which is why I always
keep a camera on my person, so that those who don’t frequent the
swapmeets and auctions can get a clue to what goes on at these things.

Finally, thankyou to everybody, especially those who have sent in articles-
the lifeblood of the Bulletin, may you send in many more, they will always
be welcome in this publication. Merry Christmas and a happy new year.

Carl Glover

Picture on right:
picture of Princess Elettra Marconi and her son Guglielmo taken on Enrico
Tedeschi’s stand during the 100 years of Radio celebration at the IEE. For a full
synopsis of Enrico’s experiences at the conference read his article on page 99.

Photography by Enrico Tedeschi

From the chair



In my humble opinion, one of the most attractive
(and affordable) radios worth collecting, resides
in Australia: the AWA Radiolette.

It is found in four different colour schemes,
those being brown,
black, a marbled white
and green (the rarest
colour: as with most
wirelesses manufac-
tured in early plastics
seems to be usually
green, though I would
be correct in assuming
that there are more
green AWA Radiolettes
than Ekco AD65’s).
Each colour seems to
give the Radiolette a
different personality,
which is probably a
good thing for the
collector who likes
braces of similar
wirelesses in his collec-
tion.

The first Radiolette came off the production line
at the end of 1934 ready for the 1935 season

and went into a very successful run,
as present quantities down under will
testify. These wirelesses have a
tremendous build quality that one
would normally associate with
military equipment, they also
possess the weight that also leads to
such a conclusion (and minor
hernias!). Even the cabinet is made a
good fraction of an inch thicker than
what most mortals are used to, which
probably says more for the good
present-day condition of these
beauties than any ambitious restora-
tion job by enthusiastic collectors. I
have found that all a Radiolette
normally needs is a quick once-over
with a cloth and some good-old-
fashioned elbow-grease, and the
external job is done!

AWA or Amalgamated Wireless
(Australasia Limited) started
manufacturing receivers in 1924, in
Knox Street, Sydney. The company
quickly expanded and by 1931 had
moved just outside the city, occupy-
ing premises which by 1937 became
the largest of its kind in the southern

hemisphere. In many ways it would seem that
AWA were an equivalent to Ekco in the UK, in
that they were prepared to use cabinets that
could be seen to be quite avant garde, embody-
ing the exciting spirit of wireless at the time.

They also seemed to
produce quite a large
variety of different
models to suit their
customers needs. I
always find it interesting
that each nation tends
to have a style of
cabinet design unique
to that country. In many
ways the Australian
style appears to be in
between the English
and the American. This
model of Radiolette
bears an uncanny
resemblance to the
American 1933 - 1935
Air King models 52, 66
and 770, which were
designed by Harold van

Doren, a famous designer, who understood the
commercial importance of good, modern
shapes. I must add that both the Air Kings and

the Radiolettes are very stylish, beautiful
sets, and their apparent similarity does
not detract in any way.

A curious thing about Radiolettes is that
some of the chassis bear the legend
‘British made’ whereas others have
‘Made in Australia’. Was the ‘British
made’ an ‘Empire’ thing or did some of
the Wirelesses / chassis indeed get
manufactured in Great Britain? I suspect
the former as these sets are not quite like
anything English in my collection, but
stranger things have happened and I’m
no expert. I’m sure one or two of our
Australian and New Zealander members
know much, much more.

If you want to find out more about
Australian / New Zealand wireless you
must read John W Stokes’ ‘Golden age
of radio in the home’ and ‘More golden
age of radio’, they are nothing short of

excellent.

Many thanks to Bill Smith of HRSA in Australia
for supplying me with two fascinating articles on
Radiolettes, which showed me how difficult they
are to repair should you come across a ‘non
runner’; and many thanks to Simon Wade for
making me aware of them in the first place

Bibliography

‘Golden age of radio in the home’ by John W Stokes
‘More golden age of radio’ by John W Stokes
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1960’ by Stephen Bayley.
‘Restoring AWA Radiolettes’ by Peter Hughes - HRSA
newsletter, October 1992.

...and ‘made in Australia’ on others

The puzzling ‘British made’ found on the rear chassis
plate on some AWA Radiolettes...

The chassis from the rear

A white, marbled AWA Radiolette

The chassis from the front

A black AWA Radiolette

The AWA Radiolette
By Carl Glover
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Confessions of a Cartologist
Part I - A Ramble Through My Collection
By Willem Hackmann

If I told you that, apart from my interest in historic
radios, I am also a wireless deltiologist you
might be forgiven in thinking that I am suffering
from a rare disease. Actually, my wife may well
agree with you in any case, when she looks

round our house. ‘Deltiology’ was coined in
America to denote collectors of postcards, but
rejected in this country because of its
dissonance, favouring ‘cartologist’ instead. I am
also a bit of a ‘cartophilist’, that is a collector of
cigarette cards, but here too I stick to (yes,
you've guessed it) those featuring radios. Being
a true obsessional I have managed to date to
gather together about 1200 postcards on early
wireless and related subjects, but they are now
becoming increasingly difficult to find. I have
observed that when I drop the subject of

wireless cartology casually into the conversation
at a party the most common reaction after the
initial expression of sheer amazement, is a
glazing of the eyes, followed by a rapid turning
away of the head in search for another drink and
partner. I once met a man whose wife left him
when he arrived home with his 300th radio. My
1200 postcards fit neatly into four huge albums
which, certainly is a point in their favour as far as

my wife is
concerned. She
also admits that
some are quite
pretty (Fig. 1).
They also can
tell you quite a
bit about
c h a n g i n g
attitudes, and
not only towards
radios and
broadcasting -
and this is
another reason
for my interest
(Figs. 2 and 3). 

Now that I have
you as a captive
audience let me
tell you first a

little about postcards and then about my collec-
tion. Although the postcard was invented in the
nineteenth century, its pictorial background can
be traced back to the picture playing-cards and
the popular ‘broadsides’ (a single sheet

newspaper). The latter were
peddled about the street by
runners, who blew their horns
to attract attention, until this
method of selling was forbid-
den in 1839. Like the
postcard, playing cards,
'broadsides', decorative trade
cards, visiting cards, and
carte-de-visite photographs,
showed pictorially contempo-
rary popular culture. Plain
postcards were used by
many European countries
before pictures appeared on
them. This craze started in
Germany where cheap
colour printing was more
readily available than in

Fig. 1 By the well-known German illustrator Pauli Ebner,
Tunbridge postmark 14 Sept 1931. I have German,
English and French editions of this series.

Fig. 2 Boy meets girl in Blackpool in 1924. Reg Card,
series 334. 

Fig. 5 The French in particular produced beautifully
designed advertising cards in the interwar years, some
by celebrated illustrators. These will be the subject of a
later article. This card depicts the Philips Model 2514
(1928)

Fig. 6 The Marconi Station at Poldhu was particularly popular. This autochrome by Eddy &
Sons of Helston postmarked 28 July 1908 is one of twenty-one views I have of this installa-
tion.     (Editor’s note: for more on Poldhu now, see Pat Leggatt’s article on page 98)

Fig. 3 The same girl in the forties. Can you identify either
the legs or the radio? 

Fig. 4 An American postcard inspired by wireless telegraphy, dated 1905. The
message is written in the rectangle. 
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PART 11 Power Output Valves

The pentode was originally devised for use in the power output stage of a
receiver where signal levels are high, although low-power RF pentodes
were also produced for high-frequency amplification where the additional
screening effect of the suppressor grid enabled greater amplification to be
obtained.

There is another way of avoiding the negative resistance kink in a
screened grid valve. In the ‘beam tetrode’ the wires of the control and
screen grids are exactly in line with each other so that the electron stream
flows in flat sheets between them. There are also ‘beam-forming’ plates
which further focus the electrons approaching the anode into a narrow
beam, as shown in Figure 14. The electrons are so densely packed in this
beam that their combined negative charge repels any secondary electrons
back to the anode, and none can reach the screen grid. The result is that
the beam tetrode behaves like a pentode, although having no suppressor
grid.

Many power output valves, such as the well known KT61, KT66, 6V6 and
6L6, are beam tetrodes.

Driving Loudspeakers

The last valve in a
receiver is a
power output
valve for driving
the loudspeaker.
The loudspeaker
needs a fair
amount of power
fed into it to
produce a good
loud noise, and
the output valve
must be capable
of supplying this
p o w e r .
Accordingly a power valve is one which can pass a reasonably large
anode current.

The speech coil in a typical valve receiver has an impedance of 3 ohms:
(the impedance of something is its resistance to alternating currents and
is not the same as its resistance to DC). Without going into mathematical
detail, there is a rule which tells us that, for efficient transfer of power to the
loudspeaker, the impedance of the loudspeaker should be comparable to
the impedance of the valve supplying the power.  So here we run up
against a difficulty because the internal impedance of a typical power
valve is nowhere near as low as 3 ohms, but is of the order of several

thousand ohms.

Fortunately we can call an output transformer to our aid. Not only does a
transformer change voltages and currents but it also transforms
impedances. Let us insert a transformer with turns ratio of 40:1 between
the output valve and the loudspeaker coil. A transformer changes
impedances by a factor equal to the square of the turns ratio, so the 40:1
model will produce a change of 402=1600; and at the transformer primary
the 3 ohm loudspeaker coil will look like 3x1600=4800 ohms which may
match the output valve fairly well. 

It is interesting to note that power transistors have internal impedances
very much lower than valves, so low in fact that it is not necessary to
employ a transformer to match a loudspeaker coil impedance.

Part 12

S u p e r h e t
F r e q u e n c y
Changer Valves

If anyone
thought the
pentode with
three grids was
getting a bit
complex, I must
quote Al Jolson
and say “You
ain’t heard
nothing’ yet!”. I
hope no one will
feel too
bemused by the
idea of hexodes with four grids, heptodes with five and octodes with no
less than six grids.

In the frequency changing stage of a superhet the incoming radio signal
is combined with the output from a local oscillator in the receiver to
produce a new frequency which is the difference between the RF and the
oscillator frequencies. As the receiver tuning is varied, it is arranged that
the local oscillator frequency is always a fixed amount above or below the
radio frequency, so the difference frequency is constant. The difference
frequency is known as the intermediate frequency, usually abbreviated to
IF, and is generally chosen to be about 465kHz.

The IF is passed to a fixed-tuned IF amplifier and then to a normal diode
detector, from which the audio programme goes in turn to an audio
amplifier and output stage and finally to the loudspeaker.

So what about the frequency changer stage? In the very early days of
superhets, oscillations from a separate triode oscillator were mixed with
the incoming RF on the grid of the first valve in the receiver. This did
indeed work, but the separate oscillator was regarded as a ‘passenger’
and rather a waste. Furthermore the oscillator signal was coupled straight
into the aerial circuit and would act as a little transmitter, causing interfer-
ence to other sets in the neighbourhood. So all more modern superhets
use a single valve as oscillator and mixer, with precautions to prevent
oscillator radiation.

An early improvement was the hexode valve with four grids. As shown in
Figure 15a, the first two grids g1 and g2 were used as the local oscillator
with g2 forming an effective anode for this purpose. The RF signal went in
at g3, and g4 is a conventional screen grid. This did indeed separate the
oscillator and RF circuits, but the internal capacitance between g2 and g3
meant that some oscillator signal was fed into the RF input circuit and
radiated from the aerial.

The obvious move was to screen the oscillator ‘anode’ g2 from the signal
grid and this was accomplished in the heptode with five grids, known in
America as the pentagrid. As seen in Figure 15b, the signal grid g4 is
surrounded by two screen grids g3 and g5 and there is virtually no capaci-
tive coupling from the oscillator section into the RF input circuit.

A final development of this form of valve was the octode with a sixth grid
between the second screen grid g5 and anode: this sixth grid is connect-
ed to the cathode and acts similarly to the suppressor grid in a pentode.

In 1934 there was a different approach in the shape of the triode-hexode
illustrated in Figure 15c. This was a reversion to the use of a separate

Valves: What they do and how they do it
parts 11 & 12 by: Pat Leggatt
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Figure 14
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Figure 15b
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Early Pye Serial Numbers                by Guy Peskett

For some time the author has been collecting the serial numbers of PYE
sets of the twenties in the hope that looked at all together they will tell us
a little more about the sets. The numbers collected so far are

The list immediately suggests the following questions:

1 Are the numbers without letter prefixes a record of the order in which
each item left the works ?
2 Do the sets and electrical instruments share the same sequence ?
3 Did the sequence start at 1000 ?
4 Did the change to numbers with prefixes coincide with the dropping of
the W G Pye diamond in favour of the round PYE logo ?
5 Did this coincide with the separation of the instrument and radio
businesses ?
6 Do the letter prefixes correspond to years ?
7 What percentage of the sets survive ?

triode as local oscillator, but with the triode
included in the same glass envelope as the
hexode portion and sharing a common cathode.
The hexode is arranged differently from that
described above, with the RF input to g1, and g2
and g4 forming a screen surrounding the
‘injection grid’ g3. The triode oscillator grid is
internally connected to g3 so that the oscillator
signal is injected into the hexode part of the
valve, but thoroughly screened from the RF
signal and aerial circuit. 

The triode-hexode is perhaps the frequency
changer most commonly found from the mid-
1930s onward, although the heptode
(pentagrid) was also widely used. There were

also variations on the separate triode oscillator
theme in the form of triode-pentodes and triode-
heptodes, the latter being the same as a triode-
hexode with the addition of a suppressor grid.

Automatic Volume Control

A typical superhet receiver uses all the forms of
valve we have considered in this series, except
for the screened grid which was superseded by
the pentode. The first valve in a set may be an
RF pentode in an RF amplifying stage, but this is

unusual and the first is normally a
frequency changer of one of the
types discussed above. Then
comes an RF pentode as an
intermediate frequency (IF) amplifi-
er. This is followed by a diode
detector and triode audio amplifier,
and finally a power output valve
driving the loudspeaker. DC
supplies from AC mains are
obtained by the use of a diode (or
double-diode) rectifier.

The diode detector and triode audio
amplifier are usually combined in a
single glass envelope, normally in
fact as a double-diode-triode

incorporating a second diode for automatic
volume control (AVC).

The need for AVC arises from the fact that a
superhet has very high overall amplification, and

a fairly strong incoming radio signal could easily
overload one or more of the valves and cause
unpleasant distortion. The solution is to use a
diode to rectify the signal emerging from the IF
amplifier and so obtain a negative DC voltage
proportional to the amplitude of the IF signal.
This DC is fed back as negative grid bias to the
earlier valves in the receiver and reduces their
amplification. So a larger IF signal produces
larger negative bias to reduce the amplification
of the earlier valves, thus tending to cut down
the signals to a manageable level where
overloading distortion will not occur.

Another benefit of AVC is reduction of the effects
of fading. Signals received from a distant
transmitter can sometimes fade and then
increase again, which of course would spoil the
pleasure of listening. But with AVC, when
signals fade the amplification of the receiver is
automatically allowed to increase and the
programme volume is maintained at a fairly
constant level.

As a last point, valves which are designed to
have their amplification controlled by variable
negative grid bias are of a special type known as
‘variable mu’, called ‘remote cut-off’ in America.
In these valves, making the grid bias progres-
sively more negative steadily reduces the
amplification rather than abruptly cutting the
valve off altogether as could happen with non-
’variable mu’ types.

Figure 15c

Oscillator section
Screen G2 / 4D

Signal in G1

The answer to 1. is almost certainly yes knowing what we do about the
order in which the early sets were designed. Number 7955 has an
inspection tag dated 23/4/28 which fits with what we know of the set
chronology and suggests that the answer to 2. may also be yes. To
confirm these and answer the remaining questions we need more
numbers. Those to which ~ dates can be attached are particularly
useful. I am grateful to members who have supplied the numbers above
and hope that this note will inspire others to pass on any they have (to
me, care of the editor). An updated list will be made available to
everyone who contributes.

Serial No. Type

1009 530
1023 530
1220 730
1235 540
1626 720
1790 547
1846 730
1943 210
2013 548
2289 220
2866 220
2870 220
3155 220
3571 720
3618 Variable

capacitor
4410 720
4582 1 V amplifier
4615 548
4634 730

4775 830
4900 547
5056 Daventry
5304 Daventry
6820 830
6966 Daventry
7245 galvo
7490 720?
7945 galvo
7955 galvo
750/97 750

A1197 235 A?
A3310 750
A3373 222
A3961 25 A?
A6309 222
A7479 222

B? 641 pres 2 batt
B 675 neut 3
B 8?5 neut 3

B 8372 250/AC
B 11546 25B
B 13612 25B
B 15643 25B
B 18277 25B

C 2341 232
C 2365 232
C 2999 232
C 3636 232
C 7242 25C
C 8416 25C
C 18446 25C
C 22854 25C
C 26702 350/AC
C 28123 350/AC
C29278 350/AC
C 37559 460/ scrnd4

D 60706 350/AC
D 62413 350/AC

A Pye 530: The earliest survivor?



Transistor Radios
A Collectors Mini-Guide
by Enrico Tedeschi

So you want to become a transistor radio collec-
tor. Good. The first thing that you should do is to
get some information. If you are going to collect
seriously you will want to know what to collect,
which model was made by which manufacturer,
when it was made and so on.

Get some information

Your first move should be to go out and get
some books. If I had to have only one book I
would choose TRANSISTOR RADIOS collector’s

guide by Marty & Sue
Bunis. This is in many
ways a bad book as it
is very limited in listing
and descriptions, the
prices are all
superseded and there
are many mistakes; but
it is the only one of its
kind available to-day
and so you will have to
live with it until
something better
comes along.

The next book is TRANSISTOR RADIOS a
collector’s encyclopedia and price guide by
David and Robert Lane. Unlike the Bunis book in
which all the photographs are in colour, all the
pictures in this book are in
black and white except four
central pages which round up
all the best sets in the
authors’ collection shot in
colour. In this book also the
prices are approximate and I
personally wish that the
authors of this kind of book
would stop quoting them as
they soon become obsolete
and don’t help anybody as
they are so personal and
useless.
The third book in this series is Poster’s RADIO &
TELEVISION price guide 1920-1990 by Harry
Poster which is
somehow more limited
than the other two as it
also includes valve
radios and television
sets.
Another beautiful book
you could get is MADE
IN JAPAN by Handy,
Erbe, Blackman and
Antonier. This is a sort of
coffee table book with

many astonishing colour photographs (the best
I have seen anywhere) but unfortunately it is not
much help in identifying and dating the sets as
there is absolutely no practical information on

dates and models.
Another very useful support
in building up your
knowledge on historical
transistor radios are the
PHOTOFACT Folders
published in the late fifties
and sixties by Howard W.
Sams & Co.Inc. These were
part of the trade information
sheets which included
schematic diagrams and
servicing information. What is
good about them is that each
radio is illustrated with a
photograph and for some
sets this is the only photo
available in public print. As

the copyright has now ceased it is possible to
have some photocopies made from somebody

else’s copy, if you are
lucky enough.
And finally last but not
least THE PORTABLE
RADIO IN AMERICAN
LIFE by Michael Brian
Schiffer, a very well
written book with plenty
of illustrations and
sources of information.
Then there are a series
of handy booklets from

Eric Wrobbel, one of the most serious tr collec-
tors in USA: the first one is titled The REGENCY

family and is, of course, dedicated to the first
transistor radio ever produced. The second one

is SONY Transistor Radios
and is a sort of photographic
catalogue of nearly all the
collectible models, and the
third one is Collectible transis-
tor radios from TOSHIBA and
Trancel. These booklets are
produced on the cheap
(photocopied) and contain
only very basic photos but are
the only ones which somehow
go into more details than the
“official” ones. I have just
received the news that he has

now published his fourth booklet called
Collectible Transistor radios by REALTONE. I
have not seen it yet but if it is like the other ones
then I would not hesitate to recommend it to
fellow collectors.

Join a club

The only, sort of, club in existence to-day is
TRANSISTOR NETWORK which produces a
monthly newsletter with the same name. Not
surprisingly this is published in the United States
as more than half the Japanese transistor radio
production ended up in USA and the transistor

is an American invention anyway.
This newsletter is full of advertisements and if
you are looking for something in particular it is
bound to turn up one day or other. Or you could
put your “wanted” advertisement in there (it’s
free). The only snag here is that it also deals with
novelty radios.

TR Radio mini-history

Contrary to popular belief the transistor radio is
an American invention. The Japanese tr sets,
which we all (over 50s) loved and bought at the
time, only came about after the first American
transistor radio, the Regency TR-1, was put on
the market just in time for the Christmas season
of 1954. This was the result of a six months
crash project from a, then relatively unknown,
firm called Texas Instruments. The TR-1 was
manufactured in Indianapolis by a TV booster
firm called I.D.E.A.
It was the first portable transistor radio ever and
also the first pocket one. It was available at first
in a black, ivory, red or gray plastic cabinet and
its price was $ 49.95 excluding the carrying case
and the earphone.
If you are serious about collecting tr radios you
must have one.
The TR-1 was the first but not by long. The
second transistor radio ever was the Raytheon 8
TP-1 and it was put on the market in February
1955. This was a much larger wooden cased set
which cost a lot more (but sounded a lot better).
The first transistor radio made in Japan in
August 1955 was the SONY TR-55 (which at the
time called itself TOKYO TSUSHIN KOGYO
LTD.). This is a very difficult set to find as very
few were made and also it was sold only on the
internal market. The first really “pocketable” set
made by SONY in Japan was the TR-63 which
came out in March 1957.

How to build up your collection
What to collect is, of course, a matter of person-
al taste and preferences but if the collection has
to have an historical purpose it must consist of
some American, many Japanese and a few
British, German and whatever sets.
I will list here what I think could be a meaningful
basic collection:

American
1 a Regency TR-1 because it is the first one
2 Raytheon 8TP-1 because it is the second one
3 a Zenith Royal 500 - the first produced by Zenith
4 a Westinghouse H 602 P7 - the first one by W.
5 a Sylvania Thunderbird 3102 - the first S.
6 a RCA 7 BT 10 - the first by RCA
7 a Philco T7-124 - the first by Philco
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Some significant early Sony TR radios

A Toshiba ‘Lace’ surrounded by four Standard Micronic
Rubys



8 a Motorola 56 T1 - the first by Motorola
9 a General Electric 675 - the first GE
10 an Emerson 842 - the first E.
11 an Emerson 888 - the most popular E.
12 an Admiral 7L 12 - the first A.
13 a Dewald 7 BT 10 - the first D.
14 a Zenith Royal 1000 Trans-oceanic - because it
is the first transistorized model of all the ‘Trans-
oceanics”.

Japanese
15 a SONY TR-55 (you will be lucky! There are only
a handful of known examples in collectors’ hands
to-day) - SONY’s first one
16 a SONY TR-72 - SONY’s second important one
17 a SONY TR-6 - SONY’s first set to use the
Mitsumi’s Polyvaricon tuning condenser
18 a SONY TR-63 - SONY’s first shirt pocket model
19 a SONY TFM-151 - world’s first tr FM radio
20 a SONY TR-610 - the most typical of all transis-
tor radios
21 a SONY TR-714 - first world shirt pocket Short
Wave (and AM) radio
22 a SONY TR-620 - SONY’s last of the historical
glamourous shirt pocket radios
23 a SONY ICR-100 - first integrated circuit radio
on the world market
24 a SONY ICR-120 - smallest loudspeaker radio
ever built (still unchallenged)
25 several STANDARD Micronic Ruby sets - the
most cute and diminutive transistor sets ever made
26 a Toshiba “Lace” 5TR-193 (or 194) - because it
has real lace embedded in the translucent plastic
case!
27 a Global GR-711 - because it is the most beauti-
fully designed of all the shirt pocket radios (I like it
anyway)
28 a Fleetwood NTR-150 - because it is another
striking design of the period
29 a Wilco 360 - because it was one of the most
popular sets at the time
30 a Sanyo 6C-022 - because it was the second
shirt pocket set on the market after Sony’s TR-610
(also known in the USA as Channel Master 6509)
31 a Marvel 6YR-15A - because it was the smallest
full feature tr radio at the time
32 a Realtone TR-1088 - because of the unusual
cabinet decoration

British
33 a PAM 710 - because it is the first British tr set
34 an His Master Voice (or Marconiphone) 1410G -
because it is a hybrid set (half valves and half

transistors)
35 a Sinclair Micro 6
(and Micromatic) - for
the miniature size and
for the fame of its
inventor

German
36 a Braun T3 - for the
beautiful clean cabinet
design
37 a Telefunken

TR-1 - the first German tr radio

Italian
38 a Voxon Zephyr - the first Italian tr radio
39 a Brionvega TS 502 (cube radio) - for the award
winning cabinet design

There are , of course, many
more which are important
or just beautiful but I have
to draw a line somewhere
and I am drawing it here.
There are then all sorts of
choices and preferences or
you might just like to
acquire whatever comes
along, but I am afraid that
this way is not going to
prove very productive in the
end. In my view it is better
to have few worthwhile sets
rather that many meaning-
less radios which do not
follow an historical pattern.

Dating and identifying
The first thing you must
look for in a transistor radio
for dating purposes is if the
dial has any, so called, CD
(Civil Defence) marks.
These were in the shape of
little triangular marks which
should appear in all the
transistor radios, wherever
coming from, made up to
1963. These marks were
meant, in the USA, to show
the frequencies for the
emergency tuning of the
radios in case of nuclear
attack from the USSR. It
was about the time of the
cold war and the American
authorities were much
concerned by the fact that
known frequencies could
have been used to guide
intercontinental missiles to

t h e i r
destinations.
Then you
should look
and see if
you can
determine if
the set has
been made
in the USA,
in Japan or indeed somewhere
else. Generally speaking histori-
cal sets were made in the USA
from 1954 to 1961 and Japanese
ones from 1956 to 1966. Then
came Hong Kong which roughly
covers the period from 1964 to
1970s.
Subsequently you should look
inside and see if you can

recognise the style of design and construction.
Generally speaking the early sets had a case
made with thicker plastic than the later ones.
The Japanese sets used the incredibly small
encapsulated tuning condensers made by a firm
called MITSUMI which gave them the name of
Polyvaricons while the American sets were still
using the open air style variable condensers.
The early transistors can be recognised by their
“funny” shapes: oval, oblong, with a lower
flange or with a top nipple. All in all as the
technology improved the printed circuits were
“machine” soldered as opposed to the early
manufacturing processes which called for
“hand” wiring. Early USA made transistors used
models starting with 2N numbers and, of
course, the lower the number the older the date

of manufacture. 
Early Japanese transistors
bear the 2S number series
and later ones 2SA and 2SB.
Some transistor manufactur-
ers used their own numbering
systems, the most typical
being the CK series by
Raytheon and the OC by
Philips and Mullard.
If you are lucky enough to find
the carrying case as well, this
could give you a clue for
dating the set, as early
production were enclosed in
real leather while later ones

used simulated leather or vinyl.
To-day is still a good time to start collecting as
the more seasoned wireless collector still
regards the transistor radios as a sort of novelty
set without realising the enormous importance
that tr sets had in changing the social behaviour
and the history of communications.

Copyright ©1995 Enrico Tedeschi
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Some early American transistor radios

Some of the most popular Japanese shirt pocket radios of the time.

Two historic Italian transistor radios.



Pilgrimage to Poldhu

During a short holiday in Cornwall last summer I took the opportunity to
visit the site of Marconi’s Poldhu transmitting station.

In case some memories need refreshing, Marconi’s first high-power spark
transmitter was built in 1900/1901 on the headland above Poldhu Cove,
near the village of Mullion about twelve miles south-west of Falmouth. The
12kW transmitter was specifically intended for Marconi’s attempt to
achieve wireless communication across the Atlantic, and the site was
carefully chosen for this purpose  -  many acres of flat plateau and an
unimpeded great circle path to North America.

The receiving point was originally intended to be at Cape Cod in the
U.S.A, but during 1901 severe gales destroyed both the aerial system
there and that at Poldhu. The Poldhu aerial array was quickly rebuilt on
simpler and more robust lines, but it was decided to avoid further delay
by changing the receiving location to St John’s, Newfoundland using
balloons or kites to support the aerial wire.

As is well-known, although doubted in some quarters, transatlantic
transmission and reception of the Morse letter ‘S’ was successfully
achieved in December 1901. As well as this historic ‘first’ and subsequent
years of commercial service, the Poldhu station earned another place in
history when in 1923 the Marconi Company engineer C.S.Franklin erected
his first short-wave beam aerial there.

The Poldhu station was closed and the buildings demolished in 1934, so

it is not to be expected that there is a lot left to see: however, what does
remain is enough to give an echo of earlier days. The most striking object
is a 20 foot memorial stone column near the rugged cliffs above the cove.
At the top of the column is a
representation of the globe with
the continents in relief, signifying
the world-wide coverage eventu-
ally achieved by Marconi’s work.
Nearer the base of the column
are two plaques, the first carrying
the following inscription:-

To commemorate the pioneer
work done by Guglielmo Marconi
and his research experts and
radio engineers at the Poldhu
wireless station between 1900
and 1933, the Marconi Company
presented this historic land to the
National Trust. Some six acres of
cliff land were given in 1937 and
forty four acres behind the cliffs
on which stood the station and
masts were given in 1960.

The second plaque reads:-

From the Marconi Company’s Poldhu station in 1923 and 1924, Charles
Samuel Franklin inventor of the Franklin beam aerial directed his short
wave wireless beam transmission to Guglielmo Marconi on his yacht
Elettra cruising in the South Atlantic. The epoch making results of these
experiments laid the foundation of modern high speed radiotelegraphic
communication to and from all quarters of the globe.

Amongst other things to be seen are the foundations of the old transmit-
ter building; concrete foundations and steel fixing bolts of some of the
aerial masts; and concrete anchoring blocks for the mast guying cables.
In the background can be seen the large hotel, now used as an old
people’s home.

So while one can’t say that much remains of the old station, Poldhu is
worth an hour’s visit if you’re down that way.

Photography by Pat Leggatt
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A Postscript on the Ultradyne

Following my description of the Finnish set in
Bulletin 20/4, I have had an interesting letter
from BVWS member Professor Berthold Bosch
of Bochum in Germany.

He tells me that the Ultradyne triode frequency
changer had a considerable vogue in Germany
during the period 1925-1928; and he encloses a
number of articles from the German home
constructors’ magazine “Funk Bastler”. He also
includes several advertisements for commercial
superhets with the Ultradyne frequency
changer. Professor Bosch owns a 7-valve

Ultradyne home-built from a circuit description
in a retailer’s catalogue.

An interesting feature is that later in the period,
around 1927/28, Ultradyne designs were
published using a double-grid valve as the
frequencer changer: these generally used the
valve as a self-oscillating mixer with anode and
grid 1 as oscillator and signal injected into grid
2. This arrangement was widely used in French
superhets of the 1920s, but the German
magazine refers to it as an Ultradyne even
though the anode is supplied with HT in conven-
tional fashion.

To my mind the Ultradyne is essentially a triode

multiplicative mixer with only the oscillator
waveform on the anode: and so it seems mistak-
en to refer to the double-grid version as an
Ultradyne.

Finally Professor Bosch puts me straight on my
statement that the Germans referred to ‘von
Lacault’ as the inventor of the Ultradyne. He
points out that ‘von’ means ‘by’ or ‘of’ and that
the German magazine was simply saying that
the design was ‘by Lacault’: my apologies for
implying that the Germans were trying to claim
him as one of their own! Robert Lacault was in
fact a Frenchman who later moved to work in
New York.

Pat Leggatt

By Pat Leggatt

Remains of the mast carrying cable anchorage

Memorial column

Transmitter building foundations



An Unusual K.B. By Geoffrey Dixon-Nuttall

The battery three-valve K.B. is well known. It is a
simple little detector-plus-two-L.F., and was
called the ‘Brandeset III’. There was also a better
set, model K B. 163, which was a conventional
screen grid-det.-L.F.. Both of them were made in
large quantities, and built into the usual solid
oak cabinets of the time (see ‘Radio, Radio’ fig.
277).

Some years ago I acquired another three valver
which has proved difficult to identify; I wonder if
anybody else has a similar one?

Mine has the usual screen grid, detector , and
pentode output, but only one tuned circuit. At
first I thought somebody had removed the
second tuning capacitor, but it is as issued.

The screen grid has an untuned choke in its
anode, like a Superinductance set. Actually
there are two, one for each band, and when I
first bought it these had obviously suffered a
nasty accident, as they had been rewound by
hand. Presumably they were meant to tune
outside the low frequency end of the band, but
they were too small.

Luckily there was a small piece of the original
wire left, and going by the marks on the former
it was possible to rewind the medium wave

choke to
roughly the
r i g h t
i n d u c t a n c e .
The long wave
one was more
difficult, but I
think it is more
or less right
now.

The reaction
arrangements
are peculiar, as
reaction is
applied over
two stages. The
r e a c t i o n
capacitor is therefore very small, being in fact a
pair of half cylinders which turn inside one
another. This looks as though it has a capacity of
about 5 pf. On long wave even this is too much,
and  capacity is added in series, this consisting
of two parallel wires!

The performance is not too bad, but as can be
imagined, the reaction setting affects the tuning,
as the two capacitors are to a certain extent in
parallel. As an experiment, I tried applying the
reaction to the screen grid instead of the grid.
This was much better, but in the interests of
originality I have put it back where it was.

A strange feature of this set is that the aluminium
chassis is floating, and only connected to the
earth line by a capacitor. I cannot see any point
in this.

The whole thing is quite nicely made, in a very
mass production way. It is all held together by
tubular rivets, and the chassis is from another
model, as there are a lot of spare holes.

This set seems to have not much  point. It would
have cost little more to add the usual second
tuning capacitor, and made a much better set.
The back is missing, and therefore I do not know
what the model number is. Can anybody help?
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‘100 Years of Radio’ report by Enrico Tedeschi

The International conference to celebrate the centenary of Guglielmo
Marconi first success in broadcasting radio signals in his home in
Pontecchio near Bologna, was held by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers in their historical London venue (Savoy Place was the BBC
second broadcasting studio after it was moved from Marconi’s place in the
Strand). It lasted three full days (from the 5th to the 7th of September) and
might well be the only one to be held in this country on the real  centenary
year.

I decided to set up a stall in there showing my collection of Marconi
memorabilia plus a selected exhibition of my Transistor radio history. The
choice appears to have been a happy one as I spent three pleasant days,
enjoyed myself very much and met enthusiasts and collectors from USA,
Canada, Australia, Ireland , Holland and Italy. The convention was very
well organised by the IEE, the atmos-phere was pleas-ant and the tea and
biscuits served with Britannic regularity and punctuality.

I was lucky enough to be given, as a present, some Irish and Vatican
Centenary postal stamps (some seen here).

Anyway the contents of the talks and lectures was very interesting but the
real epoch-making piece of news came from the BBC which announced
that they, come rain or shine, were going to start their new DAB (Digital
Audio Broadcasting) a few days afterwards. In fact I and many others,
were able to listen to this new revolutionary system there and then on their
laboratory style receiver made by Philips. Unfortunately you won’t be able
to receive the new waves with your old Philips 930A (or with any other

radio receiver you
possess at the moment)
as the system calls for a
completely new breed of
receivers which sadly
are not compatible and
won’t be available in the
streets before two / three
years.

It is a classic case of the
chicken and egg. If
nobody starts
broadcasting then
nobody is going to
make receivers and if
nobody makes
receivers why broadcast
at all? The BBC thought
better to break the circle
and lay the egg. Let’s
hope that the egg does
not go rotten before
somebody can eat it.
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The Perennial Bush  by John Ounsted

BUSH... a solid, evocative name as English as
cricket on the village green. Mention it to the
non-radio-collecting layman- these people do
exist!- and a wave of fond
memories of watching-the-
Coronation or Luxembourg-
l istening-under-bedclothes
comes pouring forth. After a
slow start in the thirties, Bush
had become, by the end of the
fifties, the brand that the man in
the street would probably
name first. At this time, buoyed
by a string of post war success-
es like the DAC 90/A, DAC 10,
and VHF 61,(not forgetting their
televisual triumphs such as the
TV 22 and TV 53), Bush turned
their attention to the creation of
a transistor radio, the phenom-
enally popular TR 82, which is
the subject of this article.

Like a number of their contem-
poraries, (such as KB), Bush
were dab hands at fitting two
entirely different chassis into
the same outer cabinet; I’m
sure you don't need me to tell
you about the DAC 90A, whose outer garb was
inherited from the earlier DAC 90, but concealed
very different electronics within. Likewise, their
later model VHF 71, with its vertical chassis into
which plugged horizontal valves, shared the
same moulded bakelite cabinet with the much
more traditional horizontal chassis-and-vertical
valve VHF 61. Since the aesthetics often sell a
product., this technique seems eminently
sound: if an ageing design has a proven visual
appeal, change its innards but not its looks.

I surmise that this approach was taken for our
TR 82: in 1957, Bush had launched their model
MB 60, an attractive upright mains-battery valve
portable, which broke away from the rather
uninspired attaché-case presentation of
previous models. Indeed, the styling was rather
more sparkling than the performance particular-
ly in view of the extra DF 96 IF valve that had
been fitted to no very clear purpose, other than
giving the LT battery an additional 25 mA to
supply. Since, however, the set’s looks were a
hit with the public, lt seems that Bush engineers

were later instructed to
design a new, transistor-
ized chassis that would fit

in the existing,
much-prized case.
This they did with
their customary
alacrity, to create
the splendid TR 82.
(sadly, a few years
later, in the desper-
ate and grim
circumstances of
the early sixties,
they were asked to
do the opposite: to
condense the
transistor circuit into
a smaller space to
produce a further
new, compact radio,
the TR 90, without
compromising the
fabled Bush build
quality. Presumably
a last-ditch attempt
to beat the
Orientals, this little

set still retained point-to-point hand-wiring, air-
spaced miniature condenser .and a chunky  full-
sized volume pot, all mounted on a solid
aluminium chassis).

But back to happier things. Today, the TR 82
makes an excellent choice for the non-techni-
cally-minded collector- it seldom goes wrong,
and is mostly to be found still
happily chugging along after
thirty-five or so years. There
are several variations on a
theme: the TR 82B is in fawn
and brown with gilt trim. The
TR 82C is in powder and
Navy-blue with chrome trim.
These two are standard
LW/MW sets. In addition,
there a.re three-wave-button
variants, including a
‘Luxembourg Bandspread’
set and even a rare VHF
model, the VTR 103. The
original MB 60 is usually seen
in red with gilt trim. It may be
distinguished from the others
by its rear mains socket from

which the matching mains plug and lead have
usually long since been lost! The other models
are battery-only.

All these receivers feature a big red-metallic-
painted aeroplane tuning dial, made from
circularly-brushed aluminium. This catches the
light and reflects a beautiful double-arc-shaped
sheen of red light that seems to follow you
around the room! An outer gold or chrome-
plated ring encompasses the dial-knob and
adds a further mobile reflection, like a lens flare.
These and other attractive features ensure the
enduring popularity of these radios, not least
amongst the props men of the BBC!

Practical points
(1) Outer appearances

As mentioned earlier, the receiver will probably
be working when you first buy it. The following
cosmetic points are more important than minor
electrical problems. The large, translucent
tuning knob may possibly be internally dirty or
rusty: this is acceptable, since the knob can be
carefully removed, (see later), and cleaned.
However, beware signs of it ‘yellowing’, usually
caused by the set having been left in the sun for
long periods. This effect is not reversible, The
gilded (or chromed) convex disc in the centre of
the knob should be present and correct. This
can, unfortunately, easily be dented by

someone knocking the receiv-
er over onto its front. The white
cursor usually benefits from a
lick of new paint, after the
tuning knob has been
removed. The tuning scale is
robustly silk-screened and
may also then be clea.ned
using an ordinary household
spray cleaner and cloth,
without any fear of rubbing  out
Allouis! The recessed control
panel atop the receiver tends
to attract grime, and the letter-
ing will probably be found
black with dirt, This can be
gently dug out with a
moistened cocktail stick, to
(hopefully) expose gold letter-
ing beneath. Stubborn cases
may require repainting using
‘engrave and fill’ techniques.
The milled volume and tone
knobs will inevitably be filthy
but these can be removed
from the chassis and cleaned

after dismantling. Finally check that the detach-
able back has no chips out of it and that it is free
of warps.
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(ii) Inside the set / fault-finding

If you're one of those people who thin.k that all
transistor radios are made of tinsel, rubber
bands and. spit, then, yes. I'd be inclined to
agree with you. but this set is different. Its
‘military’ build standard now seems quaint and
absurd in the light of the horrors that were to
follow as the sixties wore on. (What?.. a transis-
tor radio with a metal chassis and solid point-to-
point wiring? Are you mad? Where's the tiny little
wax-covered printed circuit board? Where's the
horrid crackly little on/off volume control that
breaks loose from the edge of the panel?) None
of that here. With the back off, we observe the
full-sized tone and volume controls, solidly
attached to aluminium outriggers. Bush have
even seen fit to switch both ‘live’ and ‘neutral’ of
the battery leads, for reasons best known to
themselves. The battery itself is placed in a little
bag thoughtfully provided to guard against the
effects of leakage. (The  female positive battery
clip may, however, be looking the worse for
wear. Replacements can be obtained from
Maplins.)

The OC 44-OC 45-OC 45 transistor lineup fitted
to earlier sets is very reliable, and the receiver
should be capable of good, sensitive RF perfor-
mance. If this is not the case, and the ferrite rod
is not broken, then misalignment might be the
cause (possibly caused by someone ‘tightening
all the loose screws’ on those tempting-looking
trimmers at the top of the chassis, Later models
had AF 117's in all RF positions, and these have
occasionally been known to develop shorts
between one of the three electrodes and the
earthed outer shield, effectively muting the set,
It may then be found that simply disconnecting

the earth lead will restore life, without, apparent-
ly, introducing instability, If the set is almost

dead, but the
AF stages are
o b v i o u s l y
working~ and
just a smidgen
of sound is
g e t t i n g
through on
local stations,
then check the
detector diode
CD 1 for o/c.

Moving to the
AF stages we
find that even
the dinky OC
72 output
t r a n s i s t o r s ,
which handle
a few hundred
milliwatts at

most, are solemnly bolted down to the generous
aluminium chassis. They really believed in
thermal runaway in those days! Nonetheless,
the output devices in any radio are the most
vulnerable to failure, here producing horrendous
distortion, as one half of the audio waveform
effectively goes missing. Once in a while, AF
coupling or decoupling electrolytics can go o/c,
producing low gain with especially weak bass,
or general instability, depend-
ing on circuit position.They can
easily be tested by temporarily
soldering a good known
capacitor across the suspect
one, then switching on again,
to see if results improve. It's
best not to shunt them. with the
set on, If any of them show
signs of swelling, or excessive
leakage from either end, this is
often a sign of failure, One
peculiarity of these models
(and of the TR 90), is a relative-
ly high level of background
hiss, even with the volume at
minimum. This originates in TR
4, the first AF amplifier, If the
hiss gets louder spasmodically,
try changing this device.

The set's tone is something of
an acquired taste. There seems to be extensive
treble sideband cutting built-in to the IF
passband shaping, but this is somewhat
compensated for by the AF response, where
bass is rather lacking. It's a good idea to check
that the speaker is fully in contact with the felt
ring behind the front grille, If necessary, the
chassis-mounted speaker clamp can be
slackened to push the speaker further forward.

Later models
have an
earphone /
speaker socket,
permitting the
sound quality to
be assessed w.ith
a properly baffled
external speaker.
This is quite a
revelation; the
bass improves
markedly, but the
treble is still
rather attenuat-
ed. One
concludes that
the speaker /
cabinet combina-

tion is not the happiest, and that the bass might
be improved by some kind of wooden baffle with
the speaker attached to it, rather than to the
chassis. On the plus side, these sets are
commendably free of the crossover distortion
that afflicts many of their contemporaries, They
do however suffer from RF overload-type distor-
tion on strong local signals, and it is to this
subject that we turn next.

(iii) AGC modifications

Like many of its peers, the Bush is fitted with
only a rudimentary AGC circuit, which derives a
simple non-delayed bias from the detector, and
uses it to control the gain of the first IF transistor,
This is OK as far as it goes, but the control is
insufficient to prevent the receiver overloading
on strong signals, and a sort of grating
intermodulation distortion results, particularly on
music, where bass notes mangle treble instru-
ments. The modifications shown in the diagram
below should help tame the gain. These
components were, in fact, added to later Bush
radios to improve the AGC action. The new
diode acts as a sort of variable damping resistor
progressively shunting the primary of IFT 1 as
the signal strength increases.

A final point: to accomplish these circuit
changes, it's necessary to remove the chassis

from the case. To do this, we have to take off the
tuning knob. Now, don't panic, it's not as difficult
as it looks. To start with, some preparations:
look into the back of the set with the volume
control about level with your nose- you'll
observe that there is a gap between the chassis
and the back of the front panel where the shaft
of the tuning gang is visible. You can see the
collar of the tuning knob, where it grips the shaft.
It is possible to introduce the squirty-tube of a
WD40 can into the gap, and hence to lubricate
the interface of the shaft and collar, before you
start trying to pull them apart. After allowing due
time for the oil to penetrate, try removing the
knob with just your two hands, using as many
fingers as possible spread evenly around the
periphery. If this doesn't work, it may be
necessary to use implements that will not mar
surfaces,  such as three or more wooden rulers
used as levers and again spaced evenly around
the circumference. DO NOT use metallic tools.
When the time comes for reassembly, the
opportunity may be taken to lightly grease the
gang shaft, (and, if necessary, slightly file out the
knob collar) to make any subsequent disman-
tlings less traumatic.

AGC modifications illustrated in black

A Bush TR 90
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Britain. In fact, many of the early British
postcards continued to be printed in Germany
until after the First World War. Initially, the Post
Office had a postcard monopoly, but after 1894
they could be produced commercially by
anyone. The first picture postcards are general-
ly known as ‘Gruss aus’ or ‘Greetings from...’
cards depicting a colour view of a particular

town with room for
a few words or
greetings, while
the address was
written on the
back (Fig. 4).
Many of these
cards are beauti-
fully produced
c h r o m o l i t h o -
graphs. In January
1902 the ‘divided
back’ was intro-
duced so that now
only the picture
was on the front,
while the back had
a designated
space for the
address and for
the written
message. This is a
useful way of
dating the earliest
picture postcards -
that is, if they have
no stamp! Next,
they will often
carry a logo and
sometimes the
address of the
card’s publishers,
and sometimes a
serial number of
some sort. These
are also helpful in
dating, as is the
general pictorial
design.

I collect four types
of postcards on
wireless and early
television: comic
(nearly always

drawn), greetings (drawn or from the 1920s a

real, usually hand-tinted photograph), advertise-
ments (Fig. 5), and technical (nearly always
photographs). The last category of installations,

broadcasting stations and wireless masts, are
often the most expensive as they belong to the
group of cards known as ‘topographical’, or

Fig. 7 View of the Regional Transmitter of the North Regional Station. One of a series of
BBC promotional postcards of their various installations produced in the early thirties.

Fig. 8 Publicity postcard of the actor Malcolm McGregor with unidentified radio.

Fig. 9 ‘My Wireless Set?’ Two Valves and a
Loudspeaker', Comic Scenes No. 5002, postmark 14
July 1926.

Fig. 10 ‘What Kind of ‘Loud Speaker’ Have You Got?’',
by Fred Spurgin, A & H "Wireless" Series No. 2197.
Unfranked but mid-twenties.

Fig. 11 ‘Perfect Reception! ‘, a twenties Bamforth Radio
Comic, No. 1035, printed in the USA.

Fig. 12 Another Fred Spurgin, The Children’s Hour.
Getting the Wireless “Jammed”!’, A & H “Wireless”
Series No. 2194. This card is in the same series of six
cards as Fig. 10.

Fig. 13 One of the famous ‘Bonzo” cards in the RPS
series No. 1044

Continued from page 93
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‘topos’ for short (Fig. 6 and 7). They are the
most sought after by collectors, not because
they deal with wireless, but because they are of
specific localities, and most cartologist collect
cards of towns or parts of the country with which
they have some association. Mind you, it is
amazing what some people collect. I’ve come
across individuals collecting only cards of owls,
or sewing machines, or twins, and once I came
across a man looking for cards on ‘the eye of
the needle’. Perhaps this may not be so daft as
it appears at first glance: they know that they
have an obsession so they try to work out the
cheapest way of coping with it, that is, by
looking for the most obscure subject! I do it by
collecting Marconiphones. I do not collect
publicity postcards of celebrities of which there
are myriads, unless they contain apparatus (Fig.
8).

The ‘Golden Age’ of postcards was between
1900 - 1918. Every contemporary craze was

faithfully recorded, including the telephone,
wireless telegraphy, broadcasting, and finally
television. You may be surprised to know that
my earliest television postcards date from the
very early thirties, but this will be the subject of
another article. Humour also changes dramati-
cally during these decades, and becomes more
and more risque as time progresses. The
Bamforth seaside postcards are particularly
associated with this genre, but there were
several other prominent publishers before the
Second World War. Edwardian telephone
postcards usually depict us listening in on the
plotting of a secret assignation, but then this
was the first electronic device to give the privacy
to make this possible. Wireless comic postcards
of the twenties are often of the ‘loudspeaker and
her two valves variety’ (Fig. 9). Wives are invari-
ably shown as bossy and loud (Fig. 10), and
husbands as henpecked and taking to drink
(Fig. 11). Children and animals were also
popular vehicles for humour (Figs 12 and 13).

Well-known illustrators who drew radio comic
postcards were Mabel Lucie Attwell, Vera
Paterson, Fred Spurgin, and the most prolific
one of the lot, Donald McGill (Fig. 14). These will
feature in a later article in this series.

Greeting cards were sometimes also inspired by
authentic sets (Fig. 15), although there was
often a degree of artistic licence. I would like to
end this first excursion in my collection on a
seasonal note by reproducing an American
Christmas card of the mid-twenties (Fig. 16). I
agree whole heartedly with its sentiment: ‘A
Merry Christmas: You’re in my Christmas circuit
/ And on the waves of thought / A Happy
Christmas and New Year / To you is gladly
brought.’

Next to come: Part II- Marconi in postcards. 

The Ballot for 1996 - Chairman's Statement

The election has come round again, rather quicker this time, as the 1995

Committee was not elected until April of this year. I think that the postal

ballot is a very good idea and will become a permanent part of our consti-

tution, but the details still need to be worked out. I am pleased that Guy

Peskett is joining the 1996 Committee specifically to suggest changes to

our present Constitution. These suggestions will, of course, be presented

to the Membership in due course. This is the reason why you have been

sent our present Constitution, so that you can join in the debate. One thing

that we must look at urgently is the duration of office of the Officers of the

Society, and we will look at practices elsewhere. For instance, it is not

good for the continuity of any society to change its most senior officers,

including the chairman, annually. Can you imagine what would happen to

a society's publication (like our Bulletin), if the editor was changed every

year! Thus, it is a priority for us to establish duration of offices - perhaps

three years, with the possibility of a further term of one year - or whatever.

Three years might be considered too short, especially for the Editorship.

As you know, I am the Editor of the Bulletin of the Scientific Instrument

Society, and expect to stay in post for a term of five years, with a possible

extension after that by election. Of course, I can be voted out sooner if I

should be making a terrible mess of things! Another constitutional point

that must be considered is whether a person can stand for the Chair

without having had any prior experience of the workings of the Committee.

There really is a lot of work and responsibility involved in this post. Thus,

a suggestion for consideration is that Officers such as the Chairman and

the Treasurer have first to be elected on to the Committee and can then

stand as Chairman or Treasurer. At that point they may well decide that

they would prefer a quieter life! My own case was out of the ordinary,

brought on by the difficulties that had to be sorted out. I really believe that

most of that is behind us now and that we can face the future with

confidence and get on with preserving our radio (and television) heritage. 

Willem Hackmann

Fig. 14 Donald McGill inspired by a Marconiphone V2,
Inter-Art Co. “Comique” series No. 4681.

Fig. 15 Probably the best known of the Novelty radio
greeting cards features this Ericsson four valver (1923)
by Valentine & Sons of Dundee, postmarked 28 April
1926. The name of the town would be printed in the
message, in this case London.

Fig. 16 American Christmas wireless card of c. 1925.
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RESTORING CONDENSER
BLOCKS IN MURPHY SETS

By Mike Barker

Many sets of the Thirties contain large metal
cans filled to the brim with leaky paper
condensers, that have over the years been cut
out of circuit and been replaced by separate
tubular types. This being the case, the replace-
ments are now often worse than the originals.
What to do ? replace that tangle of badly bodged
tubulars with new, or rebuild the original multi
condenser unit ? The answer has got to be a
rebuild of the original. Now all you need to do is
sort out what’s in the block. Looking at the many
replacements may help, if they were correct
values, but what about those parts of the block
that are still connected. Well if you haven’t got
the service data you can only make intelligent
guesses to appropriate values from their position
in the circuit. Who would guess that the ATC
timing condenser in Murphy sets was a 4uf
paper condenser without prior knowledge, or
that hidden in the pitch were buried resistors ?

The best way to find out is to remove the
contents of the box. In most cases gently heating
the block after careful removal from the set will
allow you to pull the contents from the case, this
can be done using a hot air gun, such as an
electric paint stripper, with a blow lamp, although
rather harsh or by heating the block in a
saucepan of boiling water.

I intend dealing with the condenser blocks found
in Murphy sets in this article although the princi-
ple is the same for other manufacturers as well.
All Murphy blocks are of the same construction
and can be re-built in the same way. When the
block has been removed from the set, clean all
old solder etc. from the metal tags and any grime
from the paxolin mounting panel. Then carefully
fold back the tabs that hold the panel to the front
of the condenser block. The front panel will now
pull away about half an inch, just enough to allow
the connecting wires inside the block to be
snipped. The back of the paxolin panel can now
be cleaned of all debris. Each of the brass
contacts on the back of the panel should be
cleaned and tinned ready for the re-build. The
remaining block can be heated and the contents
easily withdrawn as these blocks are lined with
insulating card. The cardboard lining can be
reused in its original position. Now using the
information given below about each of the main
blocks you can re-build, using new high quality
capacitors of the correct values by soldering
each one to the tinned contacts on the paxolin
panel. Complete the internal wiring, not forget-
ting the earth lead to the block case, although
not solely relied upon in use, ensure all leads are
well insulated and re-insert the condensers in to
the block so that the paxolin tag strip is back in
place and fold over the metal tabs.

From the outside there is no evidence of the
block being touched and the chassis can be
freed of all other unnecessary replacements.

I would always advise that the condenser block
is rebuilt, or the condensers reformed if possible,
rather than dropping replacements into positions
around the chassis, as some of the more
complex Murphy sets, such as the 28 and 40
series, can produce unusual effects when
trimming, if replacement capacitors that are
normally in the block are strewn around under
the chassis in close proximity with other
components.

The diagrams show the Murphy model, and the part
number, stamped on the condenser block.

Murphy D24  Block W1508A

Murphy Block W2030

Murphy A4  Block W907

R1    50KΩ C6 0.1uF
R2    300KΩ C10 0.1uF
R5    20KΩ C15 0.1uF
R6    200Ω C16 0.1uF
R8    50KΩ C19 0.5uF
R9    25KΩ C20 0.1uF
R14   400KΩ C22 1.0uF
R15   15KΩ C24 1.0uF
R16   20KΩ C29 1.0uF

Murphy A24  Block W1421

R1  250KΩ C8 0.1uF
R5  700Ω C11 0.1uF
R8  250KΩ C19 0.1uF
R14  30KΩ C24 1.0uF
R15  33KΩ C25 1.0uF
R16  250KΩ C31 3.0uF
R18  7KΩ C35 0.13uF
R22  55Ω C36 1.0uF

Murphy B24 and B25  Block W1587

R10  150KΩ C8 0.01uF
R12  50KΩ C11 0.01uF
R16  2MEG C21 0.025uF
R17  150KΩ C22 0.1uF
R18  100Ω C30 1.0uF
R20  100Ω C31 1.0uF
R22  800Ω
R23  25Ω

Murphy D4  Block W953

R1  50KΩ C6 0.1uF
R2  300KΩ C10 0.1uF
R3a  25KΩ C15 0.01uF
R5  20KΩ C16 0.1uF
R6  200Ω C19 0.5uF
R9  25KΩ C20 0.1uF
R14  30KΩ C22 1.0uF
R15  20KΩ C28 0.5uF
R16  15KΩ C29 0.5uF
R17  15KΩ C31 1.0uF

Murphy B5  Block W956

R1  1MEG C6 0.1uF
R2  300KΩ C10 0.1uF
R4  25KΩ C15 0.1uF
R5  5KΩ C16 0.1uF
R7  25KΩ C21 1.0uF
R13  100Ω C26 1.0uF
R14  250Ω C27 0.1uF
R15  50Ω C28 0.1uF
R16  500Ω
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Murphy Block W2500 Murphy Block W2026

The Marconi station on
Cape Cod by Douglas Byrne G3KPO

It is interesting to note that whilst the first
wireless signals to cross the Atlantic were from
Poldhu in Cornwall in 1901, it was not until  a
couple of years later that wireless signals were
transmitted direct to England in the opposite
direction. The transmitting station responsible
for this feat was at South Wellfleet on Cape Cod,
near Boston, Massachusetts, and it was on 18
January 1903 that an official communique was
sent in ‘lnternational’ morse code - strangely, not
American! - from President Theodore Roosevelt
to King Edward VII.

Within months the South Wellfleet station was
regularly sending American news to Poldhu for
the London Times, In return, European news
was relayed to the New York Times,via a
telegraph line to the Cape Cod office.

Unfortunately, transmissions could only be
made at night-time between lOpm and 2am,
when the atmospheric conditions were best,
and as the crashing spark from the three-foot
rotor could be heard four miles down-wind, it
was not very popular with the local residents......

Power for the spark was provided by two
paraffin engines turning generators which
produced 2,200 volts. This was fed to a Tesla
transformer and stepped up to 25,000 volts -
necessary to transmit very longwave signals

2,000 miles across the Atlantic.

As all of the original ring of huge masts had
been destroyed by the worst storms within living
memory, new ones were hastily built, consisting
of four wooden towers, each 210 feet high, and
these withstood all that the wild Atlantic winds
could throw at them.

The transmitter continued in use right through
the Edwardian era. Skilled telegraphers sent out
messages at a rate of 17 words per minute,
using the callsign CC (Presumably for ‘Cape
Cod’) - but why only 17 wpm ?

In fact, it was the original ‘Voice of America’, but
the end was inevitable. Not only was the sea cliff
eroding by at least three feet every year, and
threatening the Eastern towers by 1916, but in
l9l7 the station was closed down to ensure
security and news censorship during the first
World War,

Successive inventions had made spark-gap
transmissions obsolete, and the station was
never re-opened after the war. In 1920 it was
scrapped, the barn-red towers were dismantled,
useful equipment was salvaged, and the
buildings. once filled with the excitement and
familiar sounds of sparkgap wireless communi-

cation, were at long last abandoned.

Nothing remains of those buildings now, but the
site is still worth a visit from anyone going to
Massachusetts. Just over an hour's drive from
downtown Boston, one travels through beauti-
fully wooded countryside without a sign of
buildings. At the wireless station, the Cape Cod
peninsula is only a mile wide, with the Atlantic
on one side and the Bay on the other. A glacial
deposit, the Cape is constantly undergoing
natural changes as wind and water move sand
along the shoreline, tearing away one place and
building up another

All that remains of the four giant wooden towers
will have gone over the edge of the high cliff in
the not too distant future, but in the meantime at
least the concrete bases and small parts of the
towers survive, and I found these particularly
fascinating. Standing at their side and looking
down the coastline, it is easy to take the mind
back ninety years, for so little has changed.

To remind visitors of those far-off days, nearby
can be found a beautiful model of the complete
stations. buildings as well as aerials, housed in
a large glass case protected from the weather
by a overhanging roof.

Details are given in showcases. and there is
even a bust of Marconi himself, although I did
not think this was very flattering - quite the
reverse!

There is also a quite large building, containing
changing.rooms, showers, and what the
Americans call
‘bathrooms’, all for the
use of visitors using
the Marconi Beach at
the bottom of the cliff,

This building was wide
open to the general
public, without any
officials present, at
least when I was there,
and yet there wasn’t a
sign of graffiti - either
the vandals were not
interested in Marconi
memorabilia, or the
site was much too far
out in the sticks for
their liking! Probably
both...
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Making Waves at 10.7 MHZ
A painless constructional project for the long
Winter evenings by John Ounsted

Introduction

Those of you who might have been intrigued by
my jottings on AM/FM radios, and who can't wait
to experience the joys of glorious 3-D VHF
reception, will, I hope, have realised the
importance of a good, pure, stable IF signal
generator, to enable accurate alignment of IF
strips and ratio-detectors. A modern, synthe-
sised generator can, of course be used, or an

older one monitored by a modern frequency-
counter. Those who have none of these, but who
are contemplating tweaking that big Grundig or
little KB bought at the last swapmeet, might like
to consider the little oscillator shown in this
article: it may be constructed, for simplicity,
using the chassis of a front-end salvaged from a
scrap set.

In presenting the design, I have
assumed that the constructor has
access to simple test-kit, (such as a
multimeter or DVM), but has no
oscilloscope, frequency-counter or
(perish the thought) spectrum-
analyser. Hence, it's vital that the
finished unit will run at the correct
frequency and with acceptable
harmonic rejection after minimal
critical adjustments. Any drift should
be negligible, for the same reason.

A Miller crystal oscillator, partnered
with a low-impedance buffer stage,
seemed the obvious answer, The unit
uses a single twin-triode valve, since
I’m sure pandemonium would reign
were I even to suggest you build it
using 2N3819’s, or worse, those new-
fangled black-beetle things with eight
shiny legs! The FM tunerhead of an
existing valve set provides a stout
little pre-fabricated box, already fitted
with an appropriate valveholder and a
handy lO.7 MHz double-tuned
transformer. Even the ECC 85
double-triode previously used in the
deceased receiver's front-end can be
redeployed in this circuit, which, on

completion, can conveniently be powered from
the receiver under test.

Two versions of the unit are discussed, each
with slightly differing circuitry. One uses a Bush
VHF 90A’s tunerhead as a starting point, and, of
the two, provides a slightly greater output level.
The other uses the front-end from a Ferguson
384U. Both heads were widely used in a variety
of late-fifties sets from the two Manufacturers.

The Circuit

This is shown below, for both ‘options’. Vl(a) is

the oscillator proper, C1 is the ‘load capaci-
tance’ for the crystal, and must be within a few
pF’s of the value shown. R1 is the grid-leak for
the valve. Feedback occurs from the tuned-
anode circuit C3-T1, via the anode-to-grid
capacitance of the valve, to the grid circuit,

maintaining oscillation. T1 is the IF transformer
‘inherited’ from the unit’s previous incarnation
as a front-end, This transformer provides some
of the phase-shift necessary for oscillation in the
anode circuit, and also drastically filters some of
the nasty harmonics that this sort of oscillator is
prone to generate.

The signal then passes to Vl(b) which is a simple
buffer stage, giving the unit a low-impedance
output, without the settings of the level controls
R6 and R7 upsetting the selectivity of T1. The
values of R3, R4 and R5 were chosen simply to
limit power dissipation in V1(b) and are very
non-critical. The combination of R6 and R7 is the
simplest way of providing the wide variety of
output levels required in alignment work; the
‘Coarse’ control may be set to approximately the
right level, whereupon the ‘Fine’ control  can be
used to set it exactly. The values are again not
critical.

L1, L2, C6, and C7 are heater decouplers,
preventing unwanted coupling to the receiver
under test via the heater circuit. C6 and C7 had
to be considerably increased from the original
tunerhead values, to minimise this coupling,

The only component differences between the
Bush and Ferguson ‘options’ are the values of
C3 and C8. These are fairly critical, with a
tolerance of lO%, and the specified values must
be used in each ‘option’. If front-ends from other
makes are used, these values may need adjust-
ing to suit the transformer. A good guide is to
start with the capacitances fitted in the original
front-end and experiment with them, if
necessary.

Construction

This is the nasty bit! Unless you want to make all
the metalwork from scratch (which you can if
you want), you’ve got to do what I suggest  viz,
find a very tatty-looking Bush or Ferguson and
cannibalise it, extracting the FM tunerhead. If
this out-and-out butchery breaks your heart,
remember the radio you select is giving its life to
save others I’ll wager you’ll find piles of sorry-

External view of the Bush option
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looking ‘write-offs’ at the next Birmingham- sets
whose cabinets are just too far gone to be worth
restoring.

OK., the
t u n e r h e a d
must next be
stripped of all
components
and fitments
except the
valveholder,
the 10.7 MHz
transformer,
and any

useful tagstrips or insulated connection posts.
The Bush transformer has an internally mounted
47 pF capacitor: this should be removed.

Next, the mounting of the two potentiometers
must be considered. The author found it
necessary to drill one new hole in the Bush box
to accommodate one of the pots. The Ferguson
box had two arch-shaped cut-outs in its internal
metalwork. These were previously used for
anchoring the tuner’s permeability-tuned coils,
and made ideal mounts for the two pots. Two
corresponding holes in the external case,
formerly used to allow the tuning-drive cord to
pass through the tuner, were enlarged to accept
the output level knob shanks.

Having done all the drilling and metal-bashing
that may be required, the new components can
be soldered into place, bird’s nest-style, making
full  use of the insulated feedthroughs or
tagstrips thoughtfully provided by the original
manufacturers. Layout is fairly uncritical, and the
Bush box at least affords ample component
space, Things are a bit more crowded in the
Ferguson version. There are five main external
connections to the unit, all taken to crocodile
leads, for rapid coupling to the receiver under
test. These are: (i) HT, (ii) Chassis, (iii) Heater 1,
(iv) Heater 2, (v) Output. This last is brought out
on a separate coaxial cable with its own outer
earth connection. In addition, a high-level
‘sniffer’ output is provided, to aid initial testing,
and for use with an external frequency counter,
if required. The Bush ‘option’ needs ‘heatshrink’
sleeving on its exposed feedthroughs, to
insulate them.

Testing

Check all the external connection leads for any
accidental s/c’s to chassis, and rectify these, if
necessary. Next, check all the points within the
box that will have HT on them (such as valve
anodes) for any s/c’s and clear these, if found.
Set both slugs of T1 to roughly half way in their
travel. Finally, plug the valve in and connect the
heater and chassis croc. leads to the relevant
points in an AC set. The HT connection is made
to the HT feed of the VHF tuner in the receiver,
Take a deep breath and switch on! The valve
should light normally and the check voltages
given on the circuit diagram should be obtained
after the usual warm-up period. If they are
absent, or very wide of the mark, then switch off

and check wiring and connec-
tions. When all is well DC-wise,
connect the detector circuit
shown in the diagram to the
‘sniffer’ output and observe the
meter, switched to a low DC
range, This may already be
showing a reading, indicating that
the oscillator is running. If it isn’t,
adjust the primary of T1 slowly.
The meter will probably abruptly
show a reading when the oscilla-
tor ‘bursts into life’ as the correct
coil setting is reached. Stubborn
cases may require a tweak of the
secondary of T1 to produce
oscillation.

Once oscillation has started,
disconnect, then reconnect the
HT to the unit, and check that the
oscillator re-starts satisfactorily,
Adjust the primary and secondary
of T1 for the highest available
output, consistent with good
restarting. These settings should
correspond to optimum spectral
purity. Now connect the detector
circuit to the main output and
check that the reading varies
smoothly as the two pots are
turned. If a relatively high reading
persists, even when these two
controls are set

to a low setting, try moving the wiring to them,
to minimise coupling between the top of R6 and
the slider of R7.

The output level is about 1V peak-to-peak, which
is adequate for the intended purpose. An ECC
81 may be substituted for the ‘85 if the heater
connections are modified. If increased output is
required, an ECC 88 can be used in place of the
‘85. In addition, the unit can be used in AC/DC
receivers, observing the usual precautions, if a
UCC 85 is employed, and lts heater powered
from an appropriate point in the heater chain.
The circuit seems quite happy with very low HT
voltages, albeit showing a marked drop in its
output level. On the Bush version, oscillation
was maintained even at 12V HT!

Detector

Input

-

+

D1 0A81 / 90

Multimeter
or

D.V.M

C9
0.01µ
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Inside the Bush option; note the simplicity and the wide
open spaces!

External view of the Ferguson option

The unit working its magic on a
recalcitrant Murphy
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Parts List

Bush Option

(T1, L1, L2, the valveholder 7 and the ECC 85 all obtained from the original
tunerhead).

Resistors R1: 100K: 10% 1/4W
R2: 6.8K: 10% 1/4W
R3, R4, R5: 10K 10% 1/4W
R6: 500Ω: LIN POT.
R7: 200Ω: LIN POT.

Capacitors C1: 30 pF 10% 250V ceramic ‘dogbone’.
C2, C4: 1800 pF 20% 500V ceramic ‘dogbone’.
C3: 6.8 pF 10% 250V ceramic ‘dogbone’.
C8: 10pF 10% 250V ceramic ‘dogbone’
or 20pF trimmer, see text.
C5: 0.33uF 250V
C6, C7: 0.01 uF 1KV 

Miscellaneous X1: 10.7 MHz Crystal. I.Q.D type 45-10005 from
Cirkit Distribution Ltd., Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts. 
EN10 7NQ
Heatshrink sleeving: Maplins’ CP 24
Crocodile Clips: Tandy 2700378,  pack of ten.
Wire. cable-clips, knobs etc. from the junk-box!

Fergusson Option

As above except:
C3: 22 pF 10% 250V ceramic ‘dogbone’
C8: 39 pF l0% 250V ceramic ‘dogbone’
L1, L2: 1.0 µH choke Maplin WH 29 G

Detector circuit
D1: 0A 81/90 Maplins
C9: 0.1 uF 100V.

If a modern wideband oscilloscope is available, C8 may be made a
variable 20 pf trimmer, and tweaked by eye in conjunction with the
secondary of T1 to secure the best sine-waveform. The ‘Bush’ option is
capable of providing around 60 dB’s of harmonic rejection if accurately set
up, but this is gilding the lily for the intended application!

Using the Unit

This is very simple. The heater and HT clips are connected as in the
previous paragraph. The output is then coupled to the grids of each valve
in turn, starting with the final IF valve and working backwards towards the
front-end of the radio. as discussed on p.59 Vol.20 no.4 of the Bulletin.
(Step 9 of the procedure, involving assessing the symmetry of the overall
IF response, must, unfortunately, be omitted, since this oscillator’s
frequency is not variable). The output level is progressively reduced as
more stages are brought into play, maintaining the voltage across the
receiver’s stabilizing capacitor at about 5V. The unit can also be used to
check and correct any ratio-detector unbalance. The procedure for this is
also given in the above mentioned article. Good receiver ‘quieting’ will be
observed, when this oscillator is in use, indicating a good low level of
residual FM. Happy tweaking!

The effect of beer on stability

The effect of beer on stability can be grouped
under three clear headings: Resistance,
Inductance and Capacity.

(1) Resistance. Owing to the almost negligible
value of resistance encountered, extreme
difficulty was found in its measurement. The
reasons for this are well known and will not be
repeated here. For all practical purposes it can
be expressed as a function of lead-in tube
diameter varying directly with supply pressure.

(2) Inductance. Due to the facts mentioned in (1)
very little inductance was required, in fact it was
not found necessary to induce any of the experi-
menters engaged on this work, and yet a very
high Coefficient of Absorption was maintained.

(3) Capacity. Many interesting figures were
produced on the subject of capacity, as different
workers claimed widely differing results. In
cases of low capacity considerable distortion of
frequency was observed, chokes being
introduced where necessary. Inverse feedback
was practiced in cases of the less stable circuits
but is not recommended.

At this stage a word on Conductance may be
added. In certain experiments the Modulation
was allowed to increase to very high levels, this

resulting in flat tuning (see overload) and the
consequent raising of the threshold of audibility.
Noise suppressors were tried but were not
effective due to the general instability of the
systems. In this case it was necessary to
conduct the offender from the workshop.

Overload circuit breakers were not fitted as it
was found that all systems were self tripping.
The first effect of overload was to cause
wobbling of the carrier, and over-modulation.
Image interference became prevalent and
cross-talk was amplified to such an extent that

the resulting phase inversion caused surges
leading to complete breakdown. High tension
could be traced among the A and C supplies,
while the D supplies became positively regener-
ative. Several receivers were used and diversity
reception was generally necessary. Experiments
with reflectors proved useless owing to side
band splatter and consequent damping.

A vertical chassis was found to be most suitable
for maximum input, but the horizontal method in
some cases of low capacity was found to be
inevitable in the later stages.

Inside the Ferguson option; rather less spacious!
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THIS MURPHY TUNES
ITSELF ! by Mike Barker

This is what I tell my friends and colleagues
when showing them around the many Murphy
monsters I now possess. They invariably listen in
sheer amazement as this 60 year old radio tunes
itself correctly into a broadcast.

The Murphy 28 series of receivers evolved from

a desire to make a set that was as easy to use as
possible, so that the unskilled user would get the
greatest entertainment value from his purchase.
The features employed to achieve this were quite
different from anything then seen on a Murphy
set. A tuning scale with station names was
employed for the first time. By 1935 it was
thought by dealers to be long overdue, but in the
true spirit of the company not to give the public
unnecessary gimmicks, and the fact that it was
not possible in most parts of the country to
obtain many of the names usually found on other
manufacturer’s sets, they had continued with
wavelengths only.

The tuning scale, as shown was designed so that
both the pointer and the scale are at the same
level to avoid parallax errors. A limited number of
station names appear, selected as being those
which gave reliable reception in most parts of the
country. When illuminated the dial gives a
pleasing glow with the two tracks for the pointer,
back illuminated in red.

The station names and the wavelength bar in the
middle appear to fluoresce as the paper scale is
lighter in those areas.

Automatic tuning correction (ATC) which
ensures maximum quality cannot be lost by
mistuning, using a discriminator circuit at the
end of the IF chain, detects the amount by which
the signal is removed from the correct IF
frequency, and causes a correction of the
appropriate amount to be applied to the oscilla-
tor frequency. When manually tuning, this circuit
is disabled by a friction switch on the tuning drive
spindle.

Noise suppression between stations on the 28 is
effected by an extra AF stage which is also tied
into the ATC circuits in such a way that unless a
station is of sufficient strength to be of any
entertainment value the valve in this stage is
biased to silence the receiver, and also causes
signal cut off at the extreme effective limits of the
ATC.

Both AC and DC models were available, but as
yet I have never seen a DC version of the 28, and
all other Murphy DC sets I have so far encoun-
tered have been in quite poor internal condition.
The cabinet of the 28C is of Walnut with the top
and front apron veneered in Indian Laurel. The
cabinet is once again lined with an acoustically
deadening material to reduce cabinet
resonance. A Radio gram version 28RG was also
produced using the same chassis as the console
with minor modifications for
the pick-up switching. The
28RG used a BTH record
deck with synchronous high-
torque motor and a high-
fidelity needle-armature pick-
up.

The cabinet of the 28 Radio-
Gramophone is very different
from that of the Console, with
Canadian Cherry sides to the
gramophone lid and top of
the radio section, whilst the
rest is in Walnut. The problem
was to keep the cabinet as
shallow as possible for
acoustics, but to house the
gramophone section. The
form of the 28 chassis, with
its horizontal tuning dial,
makes it essential for this to
be at the top of the cabinet,
and this stipulates the side-
by-side arrangement with the
gramophone unit. A lid only
covers the gramophone section, to reduce
weight and so that it is not necessary to open the
lid to see the tuning dial.

Restoring this set is something to be taken on

when time is not a problem, as it will take as
much as you can give (just like the A40).

In my examples of the A28 and A28RG I have
found the white ceramic
plate capacitors in the front
end and ATC circuit to have
wildly incorrect values,
resistors also seem to be
just within 40-50% tolerance.
When all the usual
component checks have
been made, and a known
good set of valves are used.
the set should perform to a
reasonable degree. The ATC
will probably not work
straight away. This is the
sensitive part of the set.
When is a valve not a valve?
When it’s a MAZDA AC/SP1
in a Murphy ATC circuit !

The ATC control valve
MAZDA AC/SP1 has to be
selected for its characteris-
tics to be suitable for this
specific job. You can always
swap the AC/SP1 in the AF
stage as a first try. If this fails

to get the ATC working from at least one side of
a station (even slightly) you will have to balance
the ATC circuit to the available valve. (even this is
not guaranteed to work.) In the service manual a
whole page of very small print is dedicated to the
selection of this valve and how to balance it
using a cardboard scale, inserted behind the
tuning control and a pointer to attach to the
tuning knob. This has a resistance scale which
corresponds to the increase or decrease of a
particular resistor in the cathode circuit of the
ATC valve. When the resistor value is changed to
suit the valve the ATC circuits should have a
chance of working correctly. A trick is to replace
the fixed resistor with a variable type soldered
directly to the tag strip; once the correct value is
established the pot can be replaced with the
correct value resistor.

Then for a full re-alignment of the set, and the set
will be surprisingly sensitive. Best results will be
had if you tune across the bands slowly as this
will give time for less powerful stations to appear
from the silence of the noise suppression
circuits.



A Set for all seasons
Gerry Wells talks to Carl Glover about HMV’s foolproof
plan to stop the inexperienced amateur from interfering
with their range of sets

“The EMI Company was formed in 1931, and it
became Marconiphone, HMV and Columbia.

They very quickly learnt, that the first radio’s
they were making, nice big Superhet’s, big TRF
sets, wereall very fine until they went wrong. In
those day’s 1931-1932 everyone was an expert.

Everybody had a little old man next door who’d
made his own Wireless set, and was therefore
an expert. So when your nice model 42 or
whatever went wrong, someone’s brother-in-law
would be called in to mess about with the set.

He’d make it go again but it would never be
quite the same again.

So the manufacturers reputation went down the
drain, as the sets no longer worked to their best.
Also they started issuing Dealerships, and the

manufacturers, especially EMI, very
quickly realised that it was the
cowboys that were messing up their
sets. To get over this they had to
produce a set that was not only
reliable but impossible for anyone
except appointed dealers to repair.

And at the same time produce a
steel chassis suitable for a number
of models. I call it “A Set for All
Seasons.” It was designed by Rupert
McBride, getting on for 90 now, who
came down here a few weeks ago.
The first 5 Valve HMV Superhet, it
was called the 262, then the 264,
272 went on to become the 296 etc.
They felt that one of the quickest

ways to kill off all the DIY
men and non-dealers
interfering with their sets
was to design a set that
could not be easily
repaired.

They started off by putting
every condenser in one
block, about 11 or 12 of
them in a metal box the size of an OXO
tin. Over the top of that, they filled it up
with tar and brought all the wires out
unidentified. On top of this, they riveted
on a nice big double tag strip, and
stuck all their
resistances along
the top of it, so
that the
condensers came
out by the right
resistances. Then
they made up a
wiring harness,
much like a car
wiring loom that
went all around
the chassis visiting

all the different stations, the
IF transformers, valve
holders, wavechange
switch, and all the way
round to the volume control
and then back to the
condenser block. It looked
very pretty, very neat. They
used all the same coloured
wire and sleeving, covered the sleeving in the
same stuff that they cover fly papers with, a
mixture of treacle and dust I think, pretty horrible
anyway. They tied it together with strong black
lacing cord. Now I defy you to find out
what goes where, without a service
sheet.

After 55 years at the bench I still have
to get my service sheet out if I want to
repair one of these chassis. The valve
holders were nice, the first generation
used MS4B as a frequency changer,
using coupling from the Anode circuit
back to the Cathode for the oscillator.
They used a VMS4 variMU HF
Pentode as a IF valve, used an MH4
triode as LF amplifier and if you were
lucky a PX4 or MPT4 as its output
stage, transformer coupled. A nice fat
U12 or U14 rectifier and large, heavy,
transformer held down with 2 socking
great quarter inch bolts. The IF’s in big
round cans under the chassis
126.5Kc’s, usually staggered if you
were lucky to 127, 127.5 and so on to

get a certain amount of IF bandwidth, as you
had plenty of gain there you see. A big hefty
wave change switch with big leaves that came
together. The oscillator coil was in a can but the
RF stages were not, but they were critically

distanced so you got just
the right degree of
bandpass, that gave the
right degree of image
rejection. As being a low IF
you would find that Capital
Radio would multiply itself
all the way up and down the
Medium wave band if you
weren’t careful. This thing
didn’t have AVC on it, not
the first generation, and so
very careful use of the
volume control, which was
really a gain control in the
cathode circuit of the IF
valve was needed. It
worked, boy did it work !

It was very very efficient,
and a fairly simple circuit on
paper, but when you tried to

work on it, it was absolute hell. And it kept on
working, the valves were reliable and after all
valves hardly ever went, It was only the radio
shops that made out the valves went. Apart from
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The condenser block, showing the tar, now
broken up to allow replacement of
condensers

Gerry with a ‘chassis for all seasons’
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the drive cord breaking, which was quite fun on
that model and the occasional condenser short
circuiting, little else gave trouble. Some had the
main smoothing condensers in the block and
some had them as two tubular condensers at
the side of the block where they were nice and
easy to get at. Very civilised. But what was
extraordinary was the foresight that went into
this first 1933 model superhet. They designed a
bit of steel work with literally dozens and dozens
of spare holes all over it, all tapped at 4BA and

2BA and many different sized holes.

Only half of them ever seemed to be used, but
with no alteration to the chassis they managed
to produce on that chassis various versions.
Battery, DC, AC/DC, AC mains, a later version
that used an MX40 frequency changer, VMS4B
again an MHD4 a PX4 or MPT4 output valve and

the usual rectifier, with QAVC on it, variable tone
control and noise suppression circuits, all on the
same steel work. It was fitted in table models,
consoles and radiograms. There must have
been dozens of variations on the same chassis.
They all suffered with the same fault. The
condensers in that block, each one leaks worse
than the next one. 50K ohms is quite normal for
leakage on any one of them. They obviously did
not do it when they were new. So the only way
really to make the set work properly is to pull the

whole lot out. Before the war you
just rang up PERIVALE 6666 and
they would send you a replace-
ment block for 25/- provided the
order was on accredited dealer-
ship note paper. It sounded a bit
horrendous but provided you had
their service manual, all you
needed was a little hand drill. You
undid the 4 PK screws that held
the block to the chassis, drilled
out the 4 rivets that held the
resistance panel, snipped through
all the wires from the block and
pulled it out like a drawer. Slip the
new one in and push it back into
place. If you were lucky, all the
wires came out of the block in the
right places. You could then
solder it all back up again and fire
the set up, and the set had a
complete new lease of life. Today
you can’t do that so we do the
best we can. We take the
condenser block out, and put it
into a saucepan of boiling water
and let it simmer for an hour or
two, and with a pair of oven
gloves, hold the box nice and
steady and with pliers get hold of
the wires and gently lift the whole

lot out. All condensers come out and leave a
nice clean box. Then use the latest high quality
polyester capacitors, bring out all the leads in
different colours so you know what is what, wire
them all up and earth them properly in the box,
fill it up with tar, put it out in the garden to set.
Following morning slide it back in to your set,
and you will be surprised how well it goes. A

relatively simple job! The actual bench time is
about 1 hour, not counting the melting and
setting time of the block.

Very seldom does anything else go wrong with
that set. None of the normal faults like broken
IF’s and dodgy valve holders, but occasionally a
pot will give a bit of trouble, and the wave
change switch can be cleaned up with some
WD40 and very fine glass paper: even the drive
cord can be overcome.

It was one hell of a set ! When the DIY man saw
it he ran a mile as did the Cossor and Philips
dealers as they had never seen anything like it
before in their lives. To HMV men with the
manual it was no problem, he’d even change
the block in the house if necessary.
A lovely bit of engineering!”

The American AWA (Antique Wireless Association) has just published the
9th volume of its periodic review. Within the different articles there is an
extraordinary one on the man who contributed to make all this happen.
The article was written by James and Felicia Kreuzer of Elma N.Y. who
must be two of the most dedicated Marconi collectors in the world.

The article explores the birth and the growth of the great man and his
invention in a rather different way from the usual biography. In fact
although the style is the usual chronological one, the mass of information
and above all the over 120 photographs accompanying the article,
contribute to present a development of the events which easily makes this
one of the most readable (and useful) of all Marconi’s account on his life
and his apparatus.

Many of the photographs were supplied by the GEC-Marconi Company in
Britain but some were taken from the vast collection of books on the
subject held by the couple in New York. The real new fact in the collecting
field and the reason that, if you are a Marconi collector or just interested,
you must no miss reading this article, are the photographs of (part of) the
incredible collection of Marconi apparatus and ephemera of Jim and his
wife. Among the ever so rare Canadian made magnetic detector, waveme-
ter and transmitter Leyden jars there were some very exotic apparatus
such as a Marconi branding iron (still used as a fireplace poker in 1983 by
the new owner of the Glace Bay site in Canada!), a jacket worn by a

Marconi Wireless operator during the 1910-1919 period and even a 1884
Edison effect tube (diode to you) given to Sir William Preece by Thomas
Edison (who said that the electronic valve was invented by Sir Ambrose
Fleming in 1904).

I think that this article is a
very enjoyable and
useful tool for the
Marconi collector (or for
the historian) and a very
respectable contribution
to the commemoration of
that feeble first transmis-
sion in the gardens of
Pontecchio (Bologna) a
hundred years ago.

This volume (#9 of 1995)
is published by the AWA,
Bloomfield, N.Y. 11469
and can be purchased
from: 2, Walnut Place,
Apalachin, N.Y.13732,
USA for the sum of $13
plus $14.50 post and
packing to UK address-
es.

Book review: Marconi- The man and his
apparatus by Enrico Tedeschi

Under the chassis. Dotted line shows where the
condenser block is tucked away.
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What you may expect to hear
with a crystal set

[Editor’s note: the following item (contributed by Ian
Higginbottom) is of some historical interest since it
represents the state of affairs in Britain just before the
start of official (i.e non-amateur) broadcasting, when
only 2MT Writtle (250 W) and 2LO Marconi House (1.5
kW) were on the air. It is reprinted from ‘Crystal
Receivers for Broadcast Reception’ by Percy W. Harris,
published by the Wireless Press Ltd. and dated 30
September 1922.]

Unless an exceptionally high and good aerial is
erected, it will be found that crystal receivers will
only give good results up to a maximum of
twenty or thirty miles from a broadcasting
station. So far as telephony is concerned the
writer does not recommend their use beyond
this distance, save in those cases where the
user is prepared to put up with very feeble
signals. After about ten miles the signals are
none too strong for many tastes. In addition to
the broadcasting stations, however, there exist

in this country numerous amateur telephony
transmitters using about 10 watts, or less than a
hundredth of the power allowed to the official
broadcasting stations. A few manufacturers in
the London area, however, utilise wireless
telephony transmitters of a higher power than 10
watts, and these can naturally be heard for
several miles on a crystal set. At the time of
writing amateurs with low-power transmitters are
working on wave-lengths of from 400 to 450
metres, and possessors of crystal sets in the
Greater London area are advised to “listen in”
on this adjustment. All “broadcast” listeners are
advised to join the local wireless society even if
they do not intend to take an active interest in
the subject other than listening to broadcasted
music, for the secretary and members will be
able to give much interesting information
regarding amateur transmissions in the locality.
Many visitors to the writer's house have been
astounded at the amount of good telephony
other than official broadcasting which takes
p]ace nearly every evening. Much of it is audible
on a good crystal receiver with a well-erected
and efficient aerial. The telephony transmissions
from Croydon can be heard on crystal receivers
by most residents in the London area. This
station works on 900 metres—an adjustment
which is included in many crystal receivers.
Many residents on the south-east coast should
be able to hear the similar station at Lympne,
and there is another station of the same kind
and same wave-length at Pulham, in Norfolk.
The much discu.ssed " Dutch Concerts," sent
out periodically from the Hague, are quite
inaudible on even the best crystal receivers with
large aerials, and can only be heard with
suitable valve apparatus. Again, the telephony
transmissions broadcasted by the Eiffel Tower in
the afternoon are equally inaudible on crystal
sets as the power used for telephony purposes
by both the Hague and the Eiffel Tower is
comparatively low.

When we come to consider the reception of
Morse signals it will be found that crystal sets
can receive over considerably greater distances
than is the case with telephony. Most Morse will
be heard on the 600-metres adjustment, which
is included in many crystal receivers. Practically

every crystal user in this country should be able
to hear the time signals from the Eiffel Tower
station if his tuner will allow of reception on a
wave-length of 2,600 metres. Many of the
receivers on the market are made to include this
adjustment, either by pushing the slider or
switches to the end of their range or else by
plugging in a special coil which will bring the
wave-length up to the required figure. By
reference to the Appendix it will be seen that not
only does the Eiffel Tower send out time signals,
but also meteorological messages. These are all

sent at a comparatively low rate of speed, and
are therefore useful for those whose knowledge
of the Morse code is not great. Furthermore, it is
possible that this country will broadcast certain
useful information by wireless telegraphy, as has
been very successfully done in the United
States. While telephony is, of course, much
easier for the ordinary man to read, yet the
range of a telegraphy transmitting station for a
given power is much greater than that of a
telephony transmitter. The reader is therefore
advised to make himself acquainted with the
Morse Code, practice in which can always be
obtained at the local wireless society.

Auction report By Ron Deeprose

Our Harpenden Auction in September produced a varied selection of lots:
for instance one could have bought a modest mid 30s Ferranti Arcadia for
£11, or to restore your Brownie wireless with a replacement panel (approx
6” x 4”) would have set you back £14. An ambitious repairer purchased
for £6 a large quantity of valves, complete with a suitcase to carry them
home in. An interesting lot for someone was a Freshman Products radio,
American, early 30’s in a walnut cabinet, original condition for £95. If you
only had a modest pocket the lot consisting of 3 radios would have only
set you back £3.
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Magnetic detecting
by Dennis Yates

What do you do? (Except wring your hands in despair) when you find a
Marconi magnetic detector minus magnets? This was the problem
besetting me recently and after ringing round the usual sources like
‘Rupert’s’ etc. it soon became clear that I had a problem. So, what to do
next? Sell the ‘Maggie’ and let someone else sort out this nightmare was
one of the first thoughts that had entered my head. After discarding this
solution I tried a large dose of weeping, wailing and gnashing of teeth, all
to no avail. Then I had a flash of inspiration, why not let my fingers do the
walking? Yes, good old yellow pages to the rescue! I turned to the page
headed ‘magnet manufacturers’ and picked up the phone... “Yes sir”,
came the reply from the first attempt. “We can make any size or shape of
magnet you like”. My heart leapt. Twenty minutes later I pulled up outside
a purpose-built on an industrial estate on the outskirts of Nottingham, it
soon became clear to me that the adage ‘fools rush in’ fitted me perfect-
ly: they certainly did make magnets and were prepared to produce any
shape or size I required, providing I stick them on my fridge! So a lesson
has been learned here, always make certain that you fully explain your
requirements and that what you want is what the person you are dealing
with can actually supply.

Back to the drawing board.

I don’t know how many manufacturers of magnets there are in your yellow
pages, but mine had just two, one of which has recently been eliminated.
With mounting gloom I tried the second entry: “sorry sir, but we don’t get
any call for them nowadays, not since the transistor was invented” came
the reply “but there used to be a firm that did them.” “Hang on a minute,
I’ll see if I have them on file”. After what seemed like an eternity, the voice
on the telephone gave me the number of a company in Sheffield; H.Shaw
magnets Ltd. Within minutes I had them on the phone, the response was
music to my ears. “Yes sir, Marconi magnetic detector magnets, hang on
I’ll just get the file out for the specification”. The voice returned, “Here we
are, Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company, magnets for ship’s detectors,
seems we stopped making them in 1932, we don’t have any in stock but
we can make them for you, how many do you want?” “Why don’t you drive

over and have a look around?”At this point I started to become a little
suspicious as I heard that a new series of ‘Beadle’s about’ was being
made, and my wife was getting pretty fed up by now. Still what had I to
lose? The worst thing that could happen would be my appearance on
television! 

Armed with instructions on how to find them, which I was assured would
be “dead easy”, I headed north on the M1. After three hours of exhaustive
searching I was beginning to wonder if I would ever find ‘Anchor Works,
Love Street, Sheffield 3’. I finally located them in a veritable oasis, tucked
away between multi-storey car parks and office blocks. Apparently, when
this part of Sheffield was developed in the 70’s and 80’s the site was left
intact because of the fact that the equipment used to manufacture
magnets was impossible to relocate, and being considered very important
as one of the few remaining companies catering for schools and industry.

When I entered through the heavy front doors, it was the biggest culture
shock I have ever experienced in my my life! Frankenstein’s laboratory
had nothing on this; the hissing of steam from fierce looking machinery,
and strange and bizarre electrical apparatus - quite frightening, but the
friendly greeting from the owner, Mr Horton, soon put me at ease. (and I’m
pleased to say no sign of Jeremy Beadle) We spoke at length about the
demise of this type of industry, and he showed me the range of magnets
produced by his company, which was quite incredible. We then went
upstairs to his office, which looked much as it must have done when the
firm was established in 1780. He then proceeded to show me what he
claimed to be the oldest man-made magnet in the world, which was doing
its duty as a doorstop! “This” he exclaimed “was hand made and
magnetised with a lodestone”. I hesitate to think how long it took for some
poor soul to achieve any degree of magnetism by that method in this great
chunk of metal. But he assured me that it still worked after all those years,
though only poorly!

We then got down to the serious business of bringing my ‘maggie’ back
to life. He produced the original archive drawings and contract from
Marconi’s for the magnets, which I found most interesting. “Problem is” he
frowned “they were 80% cobalt steel and I don’t know if we have any of
that left”. My heart sank, “just a minute, I’ll ask Harry” he said. The wait for
the reply seemed to take an eternity, “You’re in luck” came the reply, “we
have just one bar left, enough to make about six, but they’ll be expensive.
Visions of pound signs with lots of noughts flashed through my mind.
“How much” I ventured with trepidation. “Well, they’ll have to be hand
forged and only Fred knows how, he’s 80, retired and only works only on
special jobs like this part-time. They’ll have to be machined down to size
as well”. (I’d always wondered why one side of the magnets on other
detectors I’d seen were machined, now I knew) “They’ll cost you a fiver
each”. I could hardly believe my ears, I was expecting at least £50 for such
a small quantity. With that I signed the order and left.

Five weeks later a phone call informed me that the magnets were ready,
“could I collect?” But they were sorry a mistake had been made with the
price, and they would have to be a lot more expensive: “Six pounds each
plus VAT, I hope you don’t mind”. What do you think? Should I have
complained?

P.S. I now have a couple to spare, any offers?

Audio! Audio!
From the author that gave us the English wireless bible: Radio! Radio! comes the ultimate tome for
valve hi-fi buffs (which is experiencing a bit of a renaissance at the moment): Audio! Audio!

Written in conjunction with fellow BVWS member John Howes (of Southborough swapmeet fame)
in the position of technical editor; it spans the forties through to the seventies concentrating mainly
on amplifiers and control units of British manufacture. Large, clear photographs of equipment are
scattered throughout the book.

Because of this book I found myself rummaging around the spare room searching for my Quad II
monoblock power amplifiers and those obscure little leads which connect to my stereo preamp and
CD player. Then spending a sizeable hour or two connecting the little beasties up... The rest is a
pleasant evening trawling through the CD collection seeing how the Quad II’s behave.

Now I’ve got this idea of locating a ‘Leak Point One Stereo 20’ valve power amplifier and putting it
through its paces... You have been warned. This book stirs up the hi-fi buff in you and may result
in serious audio gratification. Recommended. Carl Glover

Price: £10 (plus £2.50 p&p, available by mail order direct from Sunrise Press, total £12.50) Sunrise Press, 2-4
Brook Street, Bampton, Devon EX16 9LY



BBC Television Theatre:
The first years
by Larry Coalston  BBC tv Engineering (retired)

The Shepherd’s Bush Empire was purchased by
the BBC in Summer 1953 with the intention of
converting the building into a Television Theatre
for Light Entertainment where a large audience
could be invited. The first programmes
scheduled the temporary use of a Mobile OB.
Control Room (Scanner) from London Tel. OBs,
equipped with Image Orthicon cameras. A day
or two before the date for the transmission of the
programmes, the OB unit was parked at the
scenery entrance and all technical equipment
unloaded into two unused dressing rooms and
the cameras set up on the front part of stage.
For the best picture quality, Television
programmes could only be transmitted live, and
so two or three rehearsals and a final dress run
of each show was very often planned. I recall
working on the very first series of “What’s My
Line” on Sunday evenings when only a short
pre-transmission run was possible. The celebri-
ties on the panel and the other personalities did
not arrive until about an hour before the
transmission time, and adjustments to the
lighting and sound balance were made with one
or two members of the production team sitting in
on the set beforehand. However, when the
Chairman (Eamonn Andrews) and the other
members of the panel were cleared by make up
department, they came onto the stage and were
introduced to the audience. There was just time
for a short rehearsal with one or two of the
challengers who had been asked by the produc-
er to state a fictitious occupation.

As well as “What’s My Line”, other shows from
the Television Theatre included an early
Saturday evening Fashion show, and a series of
“Emney Enterprises” with comedian Fred
Emney. Over the Christmas period a Victorian
melodrama and a musical programme was
scheduled with Ray Martin and his orchestra.
The sound of the violins in this orchestra was
very similar to the well known singing strings of
Mantovani and to achieve the special effect a
separate feed from a microphone close to the
violinists was fed to an amplifier and loudspeak-
er in an echo room. About 8ft. in front of the
speaker a microphone picked up the clean violin
sound as well as the ‘echo’. The output from this
microphone was fed back into the main sound
desk and mixed into the orchestral sound

balance by the Sound
Engineer. For a
suitable ‘echo’ room a
Gents toilet with fully
tiled walls and an
entrance from only
one side of the upper
circle, was chosen
and the area closed to
the public audience.
During rehearsals the
sound engineer
noticed strange
hissing and popping
noises on the mixed
feed from the violins
and after some
thought and investiga-
tion found that these
were coming from the
urinal cisterns in the
‘echo’ room which
automatically emptied
and filled every 10
minutes or so. The
sound of the running
water was being
picked up by the
special microphone
and so for the final run
and transmission the
water supply to the
cisterns was turned
off. 

Although four Pye
Photicon camera
channels which had
been taken out of
service at Lime Grove
were later installed in
the theatre on a
permanent basis, and
the MCR was not
required, the OB
crews were still
detailed for duty at the
theatre. The control
units and other apparatus were installed in a
small dressing room and the vision mixing desk
and production monitors in a separate side
room. The sensitivity of the Pye Photicon
cameras was not as good as the Image
Orthicons and they required extra lighting to
achieve good quality pictures. Power for the
extra lights was provided by two mobile diesel

g e n e r a -
t o r s
p a r k e d
alongside
the theatre
and two
rows of
large flood
l a m p s
w e r e
suspend-
ed with
reflectors
high up
above the
audience
b e t w e e n
the upper
circle and
t h e
prosceni-
um. When
the lights
w e r e
swi tched

on just before each transmission, an audible
gasp of surprise could be heard from the
audience because of the exceptional brightness
from the lamps.

One of the stock faults on these older Pye
cameras was that of a loose tube carriage which
caused the picture to go out of optical focus
when tilting (panning) down. This fault would
often occur on the cameras positioned in the
circle but was always put right in time for the live
transmissions. At the end of the 1950s, the
theatre was temporarily closed and refurbished
with new Image Orthicon cameras similar to
those already in installed in Riverside studios
Hammersmith. During the shut down the stage
was extended under both sides of the prosceni-
um and a central platform constructed in the
stalls, wide enough for the no 1 camera to track
when mounted on a large studio “crane” (dolly).
A vision control room and lighting gallery was
also constructed at the side of the stalls. The
Television Theatre re-opened, with popular light
entertainment shows like the “Black and White
Minstrels” and “The Billy Cotton Band Show”.
However, these were not transmitted live but
recorded on Ampex video-tape machines
installed in the new BBC Television Centre at
Wood Lane. This was more convenient for the
artists taking part in the shows as they were free
to undertake interim engagements especially at
the weekends. The replay picture quality from
the tape was almost as good as a live transmis-
sion.
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The lighting console in the apparatus room of Riverside Studio 1. This controls remotely the
lighting in the studio and provides 166 control channels each with its own dimmer.
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Minutes of the Committee meeting held at the
Vintage Wireless Museum at 7.30pm on
Tuesday 3rd October

1. All members were present.

2. The minutes of the previous meeting were approved.

3. Ken Tythacott requested that Items 4, 6 and 13 also be dealt. at this
juncture and the Chairman agreed.

Ken presented his report and drew the meeting’s attention to the following
points. The balance passed to Society funds was less than that of the
previous Harpenden swapmeet. This was due to (1) the increase in the
cost of hiring the tables (2) more members were sharing tables and not all
were taken (3) the number of lots in the ‘mini’ auction were fewer (4)
gratuities to staff were increased.

It was agreed not to offer half stalls in future.

Rupert reported that there was no-one on the door- during the time stall
holders only had access. It was agreed that the front doors would in future
be closed during this period.

It was agreed that the exhibition on the stage was a success.

Ken provided the meeting with a copy of the letter he sent to the manage-
ment thanking them for the improved catering arrangements and their
general co-operation and goodwill.

It was agreed that it was an eminently successful occasion.

Ken presented his report setting out his proposals for the auction and
minimart at Harpenden on the 26th November. His proposals were for -
deeming the swapmeet part a ‘minimart’ and to ask stallholders to have
small items only and having a bring and buy stall. The entrance fee for all
would be £3, the auction to start at 10.30 and to have a lunch break the
timing of which will be left to the auctioneer. The charge to sellers for each
lot to be £2 but the Society’s commission be reduced to 5%, labels
carrying a disclaimer regarding the ‘safety’ regulations will be provided for
attachment to lots.

It was agreed that there would not be a ‘mini-auction’ at swapmeets in the
future. It was felt that the separation of auctions from swapmeets would
preserve the best characteristics of both and provide a better deal for
members as exemplified by the new 5% commission which has been
made possible by our improved financial situation.

5. David Read suggested that no money should be paid to the Society by
the organisers of regional meetings. Any surplus of income over  expendi-
ture can be retained. lt. is hoped that this will encourage the setting up of
meetings. Any member wishing to undertake this will liaise with Ken
Tythacott who will give guidance on the practicalities and will ensure that
the organisation will meet the Society’s criteria.

7 and 8. Ken presented his report on the progress in the preparations for
the celebration of the Marconi Centenary. The proposal is to stage the exi-
ibition in the Old Library and the meal in the Crypt at the Guildhall, London.
The cost of the hire is slightly less than the figure previously quoted, being
£2,321. Further suggestions for the programme are a video presentation
and a seminar. It was agreed that a sub-committee should be formed  not
necessarily from this committee and that a future committee meeting
should be devoted to discussion on the matter.

9. Carl Glover reported that the Bulletin was nearly ready and it was
arranged that the stuffing of envelopes would be carried out at the Vintage
Wireless Museum on the 14th October. There will be several insertions this
time including three Christmas cards.

With regard to future Bulletins Carl said he planned to have the next one
ready for posting early in December in order to avoid the Christmas post.
He hoped that future Bulletins would be even larger. The extra printing
cost was less than the expected pro rata. He was receiving a good supply
of articles. Larger Bulletins would allow us to accept commercial advertis-
ing which would well pay for the increased size. It was pointed out to the
meeting by David Read that the perceived size of our Bulletin underesti-
mated its content which is now much greater. This is one of the achieve-
ments of our present editor. Our Bulletin now is receiving praise on all
counts.

11. Nomination forms for the postal ballot will accompany the next
Bulletin. It was agreed that manifestoes will not be wanted this time.

David Read said that it was important to maintain continuity in the work of
the officers of the Society. Many societies have minimum terms of, say
three years for certain officers and that this is something we should
consider in writing our new constitution. For now we should seek the
minimum possible change. All the present committee were prepared to
continue to serve.

It was agreed that the nomination forms should be accompanied by a
letter from the Chairman making this recommendation.

12. The matter of how to deal with the disruptive behaviour of R.S. Hawes
led to lengthy discussion. In which it was explained explained that the law
pertaining to private societies gave the power to the Committee to act
entirely at their discretion. It was agreed that R.S. Hawes’ actions were
causing harm to the Society. While alternatives were considered lt was
unanimously agreed that he should be expelled from the Society forthwith.
It was noted that this was the finding of the two previous committees.

He would be so informed and his expulsion reported in the Bulletin.

14. Any other business

Ken reported that the Harpenden management had been told by the
licensing authorities that we were out of order in using the stage. It is a
matter of certain safety regulations. Ken said he would consult with the
licensing authorities himself and try to resolve the situation.

The Chairman told of a letter from Ray Herbert suggesting that the Society
buys copies of a recent publication telling the history of early television
and distributes copies as a supplement to the Bulletin. Willem will answer
and Carl will do the costing and the matter will be dealt with at a
subsequent meeting

The matter of the Norman Jackson memorial booklet will also be so dealt
with.

Mike Barker reported that the paid up membership was now 1053. As a
result. of reminders sent only 127 had not yet renewed.

He also informed the meeting of the repeated requests he receives for
membership cards. This was agreed in principle. Another proposal was for
car stickers,  both items to be Issued on renewal of membership.

The next meeting will. be held at 7pm on Tuesday 21 November at the same venue.

A note from your Membership Secretary.

SUBSCRIPTION RENEWALS are due 1st January 1996

It hardly seems like a year has gone by since I sent off my subscription
renewal to Alan Carter, then Treasurer. Where has the year gone ? With
the huge increase in the amount of post I am now receiving I have finally
decided that the current front door on my house will have to go ! The Post
man stands feeding the tiny letterbox a few items at a time so with subscrip-
tion renewal time now upon us I’ll have to move fast. With this Bulletin you
will find a new format Subscription renewal form, please complete it as fully
as possible, and send it back to me as soon as possible. Renewals are due
on the 1st January each year, for ALL members, irrespective of the date of

original joining. Unless you renew this will be the
last Bulletin you will receive. Remember you must
have current membership to attend the Society’s
meetings around the country. For 1996, all
members will be issued with a membership card
and Car window badge. The membership card will
be needed at every Society meeting you attend,
otherwise you may be held up at registration time
on the day.

I wish you all the very best of the Seasons Greetings and hope to see you
all in the new year.

Mike Barker.
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The use of the relay with the
coherer

by A.R.Constable

The question is often asked, “Did Oliver Lodge
introduce the relay circuit for signal actuated
decohering?”

This is an important question because, without
any doubt, the relay circuit as outlined in
Marconi's complete patent specification of 1897
(1) was the most successful telegraphic instru-
ment of the early days of wireless telegraphy. In
a slightly simpler form, Popov used the device in
the summer of 1895 and published his circuit
details (Fig.1) in January 1896 (2). Popov used
his coherer detector and relay circuit as a fully
automatic, signal actuated receiver for recording

the incidence of distant thunderstorms on a
chart recorder and this device later became, in
the hands of Marconi, the first successful receiv-
er for wireless telegraphy.

When Oliver Lodge performed his most crucial
demonstrations at the Royal Institution in
London and later at the British Association
meeting in Oxford in 1894, he used various
means for decohering. His preferred method
was a clockwork tapper which continually
decohered by striking the board on which a
coherer was mounted. This is quite clear from
the contemporary writings of Lodge himself and
need not be subject to controversy.

In the original published account of his June
Lecture on “The Work of Hertz and Some of His
Successors” at the Royal Institution (3) Lodge
discussed various decohering devices. One of
them was an electric bell sitting on the same
board as the coherer. He stated that the bell was
“...perhaps, not the best vibrator...” because its
“jerky” current (i.e. radiation pulses from the
sparks at the bell's interrupter) produced exactly
the opposite of the required decohering effect -
it re-cohered as fast as it decohered! He
consequently preferred the simple clock-work
device. The coherer circuit itself consisted of a
filings tube in series with a single cell and
galvanometer. 

Later editions of this published lecture bore the
additional title, “Signalling Across Space
Without Wires” and included several supple-
ments, one of which was called, “Telegraphic
Applications”. In this supplement Lodge referred
to the signal actuated relay device, and clearly
stated that it “...seems to have been devised and

employed by Prof. Popoff at
Crondstadt in 1895”. Earlier in the
same chapter, Lodge quoted from
a letter sent by Popov to the
“Electrician” in 1897 (4) and
reproduced the coherer circuit
shown there.

One of the other supplements in
Lodge's “Signalling Across Space
Without Wires” entitled “The
History of the Coherer” first
appeared in the “Electrician” in
1897 (5) and it contained a brief
reminder of the work he had done
with “cohering knobs” back in
1889/90. At that time he was not,
of course, investigating Hertzian
wave detectors. His opening
remarks on the subject which
appeared in his 1890 paper on
Lightning Guards (6) were,
“Although not immediately
important, a little fact may here be
noted...” In the light of his later
interest in the phenomenon of
coherence this casual remark may
sound a little dismissive. But in fact
Lodge took a keen interest in the
topic and investigated it quite thoroughly as part
of his comprehensive work on lightning protec-
tion. He connected a cell and bell in series with
his cohering knobs (or plates), a system which
he could not use later on when developing
Branly’s filings tube as a Hertzian wave detector
because a Branly tube only functions as a low
current device - a filings coherer is
a voltage actuated low current
relay. As already remarked, the bell
was only used as a mechanical
vibrator in close proximity to the
coherer and even in that role
Lodge found it unsatisfactory. 

The successful use of the electric
bell and other electromechanical
devices required the use of a
sensitive relay capable of switch-
ing the high currents needed to
operate them. Choking coils and
other refinements were necessary
additions to reduce the re-
cohering effect of the spark at the
bell’s interrupter. The first success-
ful attempt at constructing such a
self contained practical instrument
was due to Popov even though his
publications contain no evidence
that he used it in any way as a telegraphic
device during the 1895-6 period. However, his
paper of January 1896 shows that he was fully
aware of its application as a receiver for Hertzian
wave wireless telegraphy. After Popov’s death in
1905, the Russian Physical Society set up a
special committee to investigate the scientific
significance of Popov's work. The committee
sought opinions from other scientists including
Oliver Lodge. The committee’s report was
published in the Journal of the Russian Physical
and Chemical Society in 1909 (7) and Lodge’s
response, in its original English version, was
included. In his response Lodge clearly stated,
“...Popoff was the first to make the signal itself
actuate the tapper-back; and that I think is the
novelty we owe to Popoff”.

Now, with this information so clearly available
from original source material, the answer to the
question referred to in the first paragraph of this
article is obviously, “No”. If the source history is
so clear and the answer so unequivocal, why is

the question asked again and again?

The reason stems from the fact that few of us
have the time or the patience to go to reliable
source material. Instead, we rely on those
excellent books written on the history of radio by
authors who obviously know what they are

talking about - not realising that authors do not
always go to reliable source material either.
Even the very good authors are not infallible,
they sometimes get things wrong - just plain
wrong - and unwary readers are often misled by
the experts. Publishing is a dangerous game,
and in most cases it is not the authors who
suffer, it is the very substance of history.

Let me explain further. Take for example that
excellent book by Hugh Aitken called “Syntony
and Spark” (8). What better guide to the early
history of the subject could we hope to find?
Here are detailed accounts of the pioneering
work of Hertz, Lodge and Marconi. I have always
been impressed with Aitken’s book because of
its fluidity of style, precision of technical descrip-
tion, copious references and for the originality of
his approach to the whole topic of the transfer of
knowledge from the scientific through the
technical into the commercial domains.

While scanning through this book in search of

Fig 1
Popov, A.S. Diagram of his storm indicator published
January 1896

Fig 2
Hugh G.J. Aitken, “Syntony & Spark” John Wiley & Sons NY 1976 p.127

Sir Oliver LOdge
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an answer to his question the reader arrives at page 127. Here is seen a
well drawn diagram of a telegraphic coherer receiver complete with signal
actuated relay and two batteries (Fig.2). It is electrically similar to the
Marconi circuit of his 1897 patent. However, the caption tells us that this is
the “Lodge receiving apparatus, 1894”! The circuit has a genuine look
about it. It was obviously reproduced from some earlier work, but the
author quotes no reference to guide us.

This is the problem. Here we have a most scholarly work which people
refer to time and again. And in it the author shows a diagram of a system
which Lodge himself claimed he did not use. But, if it is in Aitken, it must
surely be right! In this case it is wrong and the error has already propagat-
ed.

Where did Aitken find this “Lodge” circuit. A careful search has tracked it
down to another excellent book written by W. Robert Maclaurin in 1949 on
“lnvention and Innovation in the Radio Industry” (9). In this book, exactly
the same diagram appears on page 19 (Fig.3) and is described as “...the
receiving station constructed by Oliver Lodge in 1894”. Aitken’s diagram
is a carefully re-drawn version down to fine details, so there can be no
doubt whatsoever that the later drawing derives from the earlier. I imagine
that Aitken saw the diagram and made the mistake of assuming that, “If it
appears in Maclaurin it must be right”. Well it was wrong.

Unlike Aitken, at least Maclaurin does tell us where he found the circuit; he
states that it came from Eccles’ “Wireless”. On turning the pages of
Eccles’ charming little booklet of 1933 (10) there it is again on page 54,
the identical circuit from which the other two were obviously copied
(Fig.4). The trail appears to stop with Eccles whose diagram elaborates on
what he believed Oliver Lodge had used at Oxford in 1894. He described
the circuit in elementary detail for the benefit of his “Home University
Library" readers and declared it to be Lodge's receiving station. He was
mistaken and his mistake has now propagated through the literature of
wireless history and will doubtless re-surface time and again.

Why did Eccles illustrate Lodge’s work with such an obviously incorrect
diagram? I can only offer suggestions. First of all, Eccles was no historian
and his book is a simple, readable account of the subject of wireless with
occasional flights of subjective fancy. He was, like many of us, very pro-
Lodge and very laudably wanted to give Lodge credit for as much as
possible. Partisan leanings often result in enthusiastic writings but such
authors occasionally get carried away by their enthusiasm for their cause
...sometimes with historically devastating results. Historical research
requires careful attention to detail - even when it doesn’t support one’s
hero. So dear old Eccles, a Lodgean through and through, told us that
Lodge did something which the great man himself always claimed he did
not do!

The moral of this story is, don’t accept what you read just because it has
appeared in print (not even the contents of this article!). The question
concerning Oliver Lodge’s use of the relay coherer circuit is easily
answered if primary sources are consulted. Lodge himself answered the
question for us. Historians have gone out of their way to understand the
history of wireless telegraphy but their work is littered with errors - small
typographical errors (careless editors, printers and publishers), larger

ones relating to an overemphasis on personal viewpoint (lack of objectiv-
ity) and huge ones due to inadequate research.

The reason the Lodge question is asked at all is because readers have
been seriously misinformed by well intentioned authors. l sincerely hope
my own contribution on this topic will serve to lay the question to rest - we
really do know the answer.

Ah well, so much for history. What did Henry Ford say?
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The following BVWS Bulletin
back numbers are currently
available.

Vol 10 Number 2 Inc. The KB
Masterpiece, Extinct Species “A
Monster Defiant”.

Vol 11 Number 2,3,4 Inc. Adey’s
Cigar box receiver, Was this Hitler’s
Wireless, Crystal Gazing, The
Famous face that faded away
“Frank Murphy”.

Vol 12 Number 2,3,4 Inc. The PYE
“Twin-Triples”, The Fultograph,
Ekco Coloured Cabinets.

Vol 13 Number 1,2,3 Inc. Direct
action tuning, The Philips 2514,
Noctovision.

Vol 14 Number 1,2,3 Inc. Cable
broadcasting in the 1930’s, The
story of the Screen Grid.

Vol 15 Number 1,2,3,4 Inc. The
wartime Civilian Receiver, Coherers

in action, Vintage Vision.

Vol 16 Number 1,2,3,4 Inc. The
Stenode, The Philips 2511, Inside
the Round Ekco’s.

Vol 17 Number 3,4,5 Inc. Wattless
Mains Droppers, The First Philips
set, Receiver Techniques.

Vol 18 Number 3,4,5 Inc. The First
Transistor radio, The AVO Valve
tester, The way it was.

Vol 19 Number 1,2,3,4,5,6 Inc. The
Birth of the Transistor, Super
Inductance and all that, reflex
circuits, A Murphy Radio display,
restoration.

Vol 20 Numbers 3, 4, 5

Supplements:

1 Brown Brothers 1925/26
Component Catalogue re-print

2 “Just a Few Lines” The Birth and
Infant years of BBC Television.

3 “Metro-Vick 1922-1928”, “Early
Television in the UK” , “Industrial
aspects of the Valve before 1925”

All bulletins and supplements are priced
at £2:00 each + postage.

Postage:
for individual bulletins add 50p, for 2-5
bulletins add £1, for 6 or more add an
extra 20p each.
All requests for back numbers, should be
sent to the Membership Secretary (Mike
Barker) whose address can be found in
the inside-front of this bulletin.

With reference to Trickle Charger’s article (BVWS
bulletin, April 1995), in which the author is scepti-
cal about Lodge’s N circuit, I should like to point
out, with particular reference to the apparently
absurd fig. 1, that the principle is based on specif-
ic historical facts which take it back to the
beginnings of radiotelegraphy.

Around 1900 Professor Slaby, who together with
Count Arco founded Telefunken, disagreed with
Marconi about the way he connected the coherer
to the aerial, for by inserting it at the bottom,
Marconi connected it to where the intensity of the
current, not the voltage, was highest, as would be
the case at the opposite end of the aerial. But as
the coherer is sensitive only to voltage (before the
iron fillings become cohered), it needs to be
connected to the top of the aerial and not to the
bottom, which is certainly not easy to accomplish.

Slaby planned to connect the bottom of the aerial
to earth, and from there start off again with a wire
of the same length as the aerial, placed horizontal-
ly, on which the image of the aerial is formed. At the
end of the wire he connected the coherer. He
realised that if he wound this length of wire onto a
coil, he got the same result, and needed to use
less wire into the bargain. This system however
was short-lived, as Lodge’s invention of syntony
(tuning) and the use of the jigger prevailed. It’s
amazing how Lodge, who had destroyed Slaby’s
invention, reintroduced it in 1926.

If we next examine the diagrams of the matching
circuits from low to high impedance in the ‘Radio

Amateur Handbook’ (USA), and put the condenser
in an apparently different configuration, we will find
the same circuit. The setting of the variable
condenser is rather critical as it interacts with the
distributed capacitance of the coil. Its setting is
useful for preventing the circuit from resonating
with the exact frequency of the receiving station
and thereby causing a ‘bouchon’, at the same time
keeping the impedance high towards the grid.
Apart from this, it works in the same way as the
circuit that de Forrest called ‘Ultraudion’, applying
it to his receivers before 1920.

The enclosed diagram is taken from G. Partheil’s
book, ‘Die drahtlose Telegraphie und Telephonie’,
Berlin 1907.

Carlo Bramati
Re Mr Robert Hawes

It was with a deep pang of regret that I read in the
October Bulletin that the honorary membership of
Robert Hawes has been rescinded. Of course I
appreciate why this had to be done insofar as he
ignored and continued to ignore the advice that so
many members had given him.

However I believe the Society owes him a debt of
gratitude for all he did to establish the Bulletin as a
journal of fine repute, receiving much acclaim. This
involved much hard work, and he did much of the
secretarial work, all unpaid.

I, personally can vouch for his honesty when I
successfully bidded at an auction for what I
believed to be just one B&R audio amplifier. In fact
there were two in the lot, but I only removed one.
Bob took home the second one and contacted me
on the phone, whereupon I collected it. Had Bob
not been scrupulously honest he could have
acquired for his own collection, an item of the most
interesting construction with outstanding fidelity
performance!

All of this makes it so heartrending that Bob did not
take the advice to fill a yawning gap in the market
for a journal to reprint significant articles from
‘Wireless World’, ‘The Gramophone’, ‘Practical
Wireless’ etc. Until the gap is closed the reader has
to make an onerous journey to a library where the
copies are held and undertake a tedious search.

It is still not too late for Bob to make a start on this
project. I am sure that every member of the BVWS
earnestly wishes Bob to get it going, and that

many, if not most, will subscribe to this retrospec-
tive journal. The way in which at least two
retrospective volumes from ‘Good Housekeeping’,
and ‘The Daily Express’ have sold so well, are a
support to show how such publications can be
prepared and how well they sell.

Yours Sincerely Ivor Abelson

Repairing modified sets

There are many and excellent works on servicing
and repairing valve radios. But these appear to
assume the set is in original condition and seem to
omit repairing a radio that has been either modified
or bodged.

I have encountered several bodges and modifica-
tions, so my approach is “Do not assume that the
set has the original components, even if faulty in
the right place and connected in the original
manner”.

Example bodge one was a set that would tune one
station only. The obvious primary fault was that an
RF amplifier had been fitted in place of the frequen-
cy changer. By the time I got the set for repair,
consequential damage included the effective
destruction of the oscillator grid condenser.

Example bodge two was a set with an intermittent
fault - sometimes it performed very well,
sometimes it had a very loud hum. I traced the
culprit to a condenser hidden amongst the wiring.
Instead of a paper condenser of about 0.01uF,
someone had fitted a 1.0uF electrolytic.

An example of the many modifications I have
encountered is a 354V valve with altered bias
resistance, instead of the original 484V. Although
some modifications are not ideal and some could
degrade performance, they have been in the past
workable repairs when original components
seemed unobtainable. Reverting to the original
component without detecting and dealing with the
ancillary modifications would not be satisfactory.

A case in point is a recent repair. I was not over-
enthusiastic when asked to repair a radiogram that
had been found in a rubbish tip. However it turned
out to be an early 1930’s set in remarkably good
condition with no makers name but possibly a
1933 Lampex. Clues were the Cabinet design,
1930 patent Garrard deck, 4 and 5 pin valve
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Further Harpenden meetings
More dates for your diary - mark them in now! The auction is coming up on
Sunday 26th November, followed next year by a swapmeet with exhibition and
restoration contest on the 25th February, An auction will be held on the 9th
June, a swapmeet with bring-and-buy and restoration contest on the 22nd
September, the year finishing with another auction on the 24th of November
1996.

Picketts Lock vintage sound and vision fair
On Saturday March 9th and Sunday March 10th there will be a radio fair of the
NEC variety, which will be held at the Lee valley leisure centre, Picketts Lock
Lane, Edmonton, London N9. It will be part of the London amateur radio and
computer show. For further details telephone: 01923 893929, fax: 01923
678770, see also the advertisement in inside front cover of this issue.

Other meetings
Mike Barker will be holding the Wootton Bassett swapmeet on the 30th June
1996.
Alex Woolliams’ Portishead meetings will be held on the 7th of January and
the 8th of September.
John Howes’ Tunbridge Wells swapmeet at the Camden Centre will be on the
11th of February, followed by a Southborough Audio Jumble on the 14th of
July and a swapmeet at Southborough on the 13th October.

Bulletin Index
The Bulletin Index is currently available up to issue 20/5 and is a complete
cross reference of authors, subject matter and main articles back to the
beginning of the society. Please send a large SAE with a cheque for £2
payable to Pat Leggatt at 28 High Park Road, Farnham, Surrey, GU9 7JL. His
telephone number is 01252 719081. (Please note that the Garretts Farm
address no longer applies as he has moved.

Third edition of Radio! Radio!
An updated 3rd edition of ‘Radio! Radio! will be available in the new year with
even more pictures and information. Jonathan Hill does have a few copies of
the second edition, but with a tiny section missing at the price of £17.50 (post
free, available by mail order direct from Sunrise Press, 2-4 Brook Street,
Bampton, Devon EX16 9LY

New Articles
If you have anything interesting to say concerning Wireless, Television,
broadcasting, collecting etc. please send it to the Editor for future publication
in the BVWS Bulletin, as the Bulletin is only as interesting as the articles that
comprise it. We welcome all suggestions and comments regarding the new
appearance of the Bulletin and hope that it is catering towards your needs as
a collector / enthusiast / historian. Your article can be just a few paragraphs
long as long as you think it conveys its message across to your fellow
members.
Also if you have any photographic material that would look good in the
bulletin, don’t hesitate to post it to the Editor.

Please send all articles handwritten, typed, and / or on floppy disc to:
Carl Glover, c/o BSS, 1 Rothsay Street, London SE1 4UD

Shirt pocket amendments
In Enrico Tedeschi’s article on Japanese shirt pocket radios: 1957-1963
(volume 20, number 3) the caption under the Sony TR63 should be 1957 and
not 1958 as is clear from the body of the article and the title of the same. The
caption of the Sony TR 610 should read: the second Japanese shirt pocket
set. The ‘golden era’ also referred to in the first paragraph is 1955 - 1963 as
the first Japanese (coat pocket) radio appeared in 1955.

US auction prices
Much early broadcast equipment was recently put up for auction in the Ford
museum in Dearborn, Michigan, Ohio, USA. Held from October the 6th to the
7th it totalled 1000 lots and raised around $600,000. The ‘top ten’ items includ-
ed: A Marconi 101 tuner at $49, 000, 2 Marconi magnetic detectors at $25, 000
and $11,000 respectively, A Canadian Marconi type 2848 tuner at $20,000, an
American Marconi 106D tuner reached $18, 000 and finally A Marconi No.
34052 dual tuner at $11,000. The current exchange is normally about $1.50 to
the £1.00 at the moment.

The Titanic and its radio
This dissertation in Ralph Barrett's unique style will tell of the voyage and
sinking of RMS Titanic and the radio apparatus which made possible the first
SOS. Working models will demonstrate the principles of this early "state of the
art" radio apparatus. This account will cover the recent hi-tech finding of the
ship and recovery of artifacts. BVWS member Ralph Barrett is presenting this
demonstration lecture at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place,
London, WC2R OBL. Nearest Underground- Embankment.

The day and date is Monday 22 January 1996. Refreshments commence at 6
o'clock (the sandwiches are excellent) followed by Ralph's talk at 6.30pm. No
charge for admission or refreshments, no tickets, just come along.

N E W S
holders (the wiring was for three screen-grids, a pentode and a rectifi-
er), fuse lamp, geometric solid wiring, the size and style of the chassis,
resistors, condensers and screening cans. Apart from having no
rectifier and no fuse lamp, modifications were evident. These included
‘replacement’ but not wholly suitable valves such as an MS4B catkin
and a supplementary output transformer. Repairs are now complete,
but required a little detective work, some rewiring and ‘proper’
components, not simply replacing fitted but defective components
like-for-like.

Peter Brown

The Autoplex Receiver

The Autoplex receiver, details
of which appeared in a 1923
issue of ‘Wireless Weekly’ was
claimed to be of the super
regenerative type, producing
the characteristic noise in the
absence of a signal.

It is difficult to see how the
circuit could operate in the
super regenerative mode, and
the editor expressed his
doubt.

The article was submitted by a
Mr Claude Lyons and one wonders if he was the gentleman who
founded the well known firm of radio laboratory instrument manufac-
turers.

Dave Morris

Great antiques hunt

I wonder if many members were as amused as I was at the ‘Great
Antiques Hunt’ on BBC1 at 5.20pm. Contestants had to date and price
objects and in this episode it was for radios. Of course the contestants
were way out but the so-called ‘expert’ quoted some ridiculous prices
for an Ultra Coronation Twin (snakeskin version) portable, an
American breadboard and Ekco AD76. The fourth item was a TV /
radio from the 1940’s. I won’t comment on that price. I wonder who
the ‘expert’ was?

J. Wickham

Book Review

The illustrated
history of Philips

radio valves

Many valve collectors and
others generally interested will
be familiar with Fin Stewart’s
book with this title, first
published in 1980.

Fin has now produced a new
edition which, being revised
and enlarged, is an even more
valuable reference to Philips
prolific output of early valves
from the very first, the IDZ, in
1918, up to the year 1935.

The book includes useful text describing the manufacturing history
and some technical details of the very early valves in particular, togeth-
er with very comprehensive tables of types and characteristics. Full
information on manufacturing dates is also given, and details of bulb
and electrode dimensions form valuable aids to identification.

The most striking feature of the book is the wealth of illustrations.
There are a great many photographs of valves, supplemented by
pencil sketches where samples are not available for photographing.

The price of the book is 35 Australian Dollars, and it can be had by
application to Mr Fin Stewart, 1 Perouse Avenue, San Remo, NSW
2262 Australia.
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This postcard is by the firm J. Salmon of Sevenoaks and is postmarked 23rd December 1936.
The children can hear the approaching Santa Claus by the magic of wireless.

From the Willem Hackmann collection.


